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Syntactic parameter change in Early Middle Chinese  
 
In this presentation, I propose an analysis of the movement asymmetry between subjects and 
non-subjects in Late Archaic Chinese (LAC; 5th-3rd centuries BCE) and the subsequent loss 
of this asymmetry in Early Middle Chinese. I propose that the motivation for the loss was 
morphological, specifically the loss of the grammatical morpheme marking genitive case, but 
the parametric change which resulted can only be accounted for in the syntax. 

LAC was an SVO language in which the subject typically appeared in clause-initial 
position, as in (1a). An object topic could also appear to the left of the subject, but topicalized 
objects were always resumed by pronouns, as in (1b), indicating that object topics were base 
generated in clause-initial position rather than undergoing movement to this position. 
(1) a. 鄭伯亦惡之。      (Zuozhuan, Xi 31) 
  Zheng bo  yi  wu  zhi. 
  Zheng earl also dislike 3.OBJ 
  ‘The Earl of Zheng also disliked him.’ 
 b. 是二氏者，吾亦聞之。    (Zuozhuan, Zhao 29) 
  [Shi er  shi  zhe], wu  yi  wen zhi. 
  DEM two clan DET 1  also hear 3.OBJ 
  ‘These two clans, I have also heard of them.’ 
I account for the lack of object movement by building on Aldridge’s (2019) analysis of 
nominative case in LAC within the framework of C-T Inheritance (Chomsky 2008 and 
subsequent work). Aldridge proposes with Richards (2007) that features which seek values 
and serve as probes such as[uɸ] are inherited from a phase head like C to a lower head like T 
in order for these features to be spelled out as soon as they are valued. But in languages like 
LAC, where there is no agreement, there is no probe on C/T, and Inheritance does not take 
place. The subject moves agnostically to value its case feature (along the lines of Bošcović 
2007) and proceeds directly to [Spec, CP]. 
(2)  [CP DP[uNOM] [C’ C[NOM] [vP <DP[uCASE]> [v’ v VP ]]]] 
The fact that the subject must occupy [Spec, CP] in order to be licensed prevents the objects 
(as in 1b) from moving to this position. Consequently, an object topic can only be base 
generated as an adjunct and resumed by a pronoun in argument position. 

When object movement was required in LAC, as in relative clause formation, then an 
alternative strategy had to be employed in order to license the subject in a position other than 
[Spec, CP]. Object relative clauses in LAC were nominalized, as indicated by the genitive 
case-marking on the subject. I propose that an uninterpretable genitive case feature was 
merged with a nominalizing C. Since this feature was uninterpretable, it served as a probe 
and had to be inherited by T. The subject then moved to [Spec, TP] to value genitive case, 
leaving [Spec, CP] available as a landing site for the object. The relativizer suo was merged 
in v and had an EPP feature to attract a VP-internal constituent (Aldridge 2013). 
(3) 人之所畏          (Laozi 20) 
 [CP OP [TP ren-zhi  [T’ T[uGEN] [vP <ren> suo [VP  wei  <OP>]]]]] 
    person-GEN      REL fear 
 ‘what people fear’ 
In contrast, subject relative clauses were not nominalized. The subject simply moved to [Spec, 
CP] in a finite clause, where it valued nominative case and served as the head of the relative 
clause. The determiner zhe is what projected a nominal layer so that this constituent could 
occupy a nominal argument position. 



(4) 欲戰者        (Zuozhuan, Cheng 6) 
 [DP [CP OP [vP <OP> yu  zhan]] zhe] 
       desire fight DET 
  ‘(those) who desire to fight’ 
The LAC subject/object movement asymmetry was lost in Early Middle Chinese (EMC; 1st C. 
BCE – 2nd C. CE). (5a) shows an object relative clause which is not nominalized, indicated 
by fact that the subject does not have genitive case. The genitive particle zhi occupies D and 
functions as a linker between the clause and the external head nominal, a function which this 
particle also had in LAC, as shown by the LAC subject relative in (5b). In short, object 
relatives in EMC came to be formed on the same strategy as subject relatives, which 
continues to be the case in modern varieties of Chinese. The possibility of object movement 
in the absence of genitive marking for the subject clearly suggests that the unmarked 
(nominative) subject came to occupy a position below [Spec, CP]. In other words, C-T 
Inheritance in EMC was no longer dependent on the presence of nominalizing morphology or 
a marked case feature but was instead generalized to apply in the licensing of all subjects. 
(5) a. 項羽侵奪之地    (EMC: 2nd century CE; Hanshu; Xiang Ji) 
  [DP  [CP OP [TP Xiang Yu qin  duo <OP>]] zhi  di] 
      Xiang Yu invade confiscate   GEN land 
  ‘land that Xiang Yu had invaded and confiscated’ 
 b. 豈若從避世之士哉。  (LAC: 5th century BCE; Analects, Weizi) 
  qi  ruo  cong  [DP [CP OP bi   shi] zhi  shi]  zai. 
  how like follow    escape  world GEN scholar  EXCL 
  ‘How could that compare to following a scholar who escapes from the world?!’ 
I further show that the trigger for this change was the loss of the morpheme marking genitive 
case. Comparing the LAC example shown in (6a) with a similar EMC example in (6b), it can 
easily be observed that the EMC example does not employ any overt marking on the 
possessor. 
(6) a. 諸侯之地方百里。  (LAC: 4th C. BCE; Mencius, Gaozi 2) 
  [Zhuhou  zhi  di]  fang bai  li. 
  feudal.lord  GEN land square 100 li 
  ‘The fiefdoms of the lords are square and consist of 100 li.’ 
 b. 侵奪諸侯地方。   (EMC: 1st C. BCE; Shiji; Xiang Yu) 
  Qin duo  [zhuhou __ di]. 
  invade confiscate feudal.lord  land 
  ‘(They) reduce and confiscate the fiefdoms of the lords.’ 
Given facts like (6), it might be countered that the parametric change took place only in the 
morphology, specifically that overt genitive case-marking was replaced by a null form. In this 
presentation, however, I argue that the parametric difference between LAC and EMC was 
syntactic and not determined solely post-Spell-Out. This is clear from the fact that movement 
over a nominative subject also became possible in EMC. The topic in (7) is the subject of an 
embedded clause. But it clearly moves over the subject in the matrix clause. Given that the 
matrix subject is the subject of a finite root clause, it must have nominative case. 
(7) 百神所食 ，聖人謂當與人等。  (EMC: 1st century CE; Lunheng 69) 
 [Bai shen suo  shi]i shengren wei  [ __i dang  yu  ren  deng]. 
 100 god REL eat  saint  say    should  as  person same 
 ‘What the various gods eat, saints say (it) should be the same as for people.’ 
Consequently, the difference between LAC and EMC cannot be understood in terms of the 
morphological realization of genitive case but rather must be analyzed as a syntactic 
difference in terms of structural positions for licensing subjects. 
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�� ��Regimes of ordering The core puzzle for this paper involves an asymmetry in argument interpretation

in Japanese and Tagalog, considered in light of Kayne’s (1994). Kayne’s (1994) algorithm requires the

following derivational steps to derive a head-final, suffixing language (i.e. Japanese).

(1) [arg [H [VP …] ] ]→ Arg H V

[ [VP …] [arg [ H <[VP …]> ] ] ]→ V Arg H

[ arg [ [VP …] [ <arg> [ H <[VP …]> ] ] ] ] Arg V H

A similar sequence of steps is also required for verb-initial prefixing languages (i.e. Tagalog), shown below.

(2) [arg [H [VP …] ] ]→ Arg H V

[arg [ <arg> [H [VP …] ] ] ]→ Arg H V

[ [ <arg> [H [VP …] ] ] [arg <[ <arg> [H [VP …] ] ]> ] ] H V Arg

An important consequence is that iteration of these sequences will alter the c-command relationships between

an Arg and the verbal complex, but should otherwise preserve c-command relationships between Args.
On such an approach, when making the simplest assumptions about clause structure, the relative order of

arguments in both sorts of language should reflect their relative height. This seems to be correct for Japanese;

in (3) we see that binding of a variable in the subject by the object requires the object to precede the subject.

(3) a. * [ Sokoi-no
it-GEN

syain-ga
employee-nom

] [ mittu-izyoo-no
three-or.more-GEN

kaisyai-o
company-acc

] tyoosasita
investigated

‘Theiri employees investigated three or more companiesi.

b. [ Mittu-izyoo-no
three-or.more-GEN

kaisyai-o
company-acc

] [ sokoi-no
it-GEN

syain-ga
employee-nom

] tyoosasita
investigated

‘Theiri employees investigated three or more companiesi. [Takano (2010)]

But this does not seem to be on the right track for Tagalog: regardless of the relative order of arguments, an

object(/theme/non-pivot) may not bind a variable in the subject(/agent/pivot).

(4) a. *N-agma-mahal
av-ASP-love

[ ang
ANG

kanyangi
POSS

ama
father

] [ ng
CS

bawat
every

anaki
child

]

‘Heri father loves every childi.’

b. *N-agma-mahal
av-ASP-love

[ ng
CS

bawat
every

anaki
child

] [ ang
ANG

kanyangi
POSS

ama
father

]

‘Heri father loves every childi.’ [Richards (1993)]

Conversely, for the sorts of language under consideration, the position of the verbal complex and elements

within it relative to an argument should determine the relative scope of the two — if an argument precedes a

scope taking head in the verbal complex, it should outscope that head. This seems to be the case in Tagalog,

as shown below: postverbal themes scope below negation, but preverbal themes need not.

(5) a. Hindi
NEG

na-kita
pv-see

ni
CS

Juan
John

ang
ANG

maraming
many

batanot
child

‘John didn’t see the many children.’ (XNeg > many, *many > Neg) [Byma 1984]

b. Maraming
many

usang
deer

hindi
NEG

b-in-aril
pv-shoot

ng
CS

mga
PL

hunter
hunter

‘Many deer were not shot by the hunters.’ (Xmany > Neg) [Miller 1988]

This contrasts with themes in Japanese. Preverbal themes — when forced to remain in-situ by -wa (Hara

2006, Vermeulen 2009) — consistently scope below negation, not above. However, the linear order of the

object and negation suggests — given the LCA — that the object is not in the scope of negation.

(6) Taroo-ga
T.-nom

zen’in-wa
all-top

sikar-anakat-ta
scold-neg-pst

‘Taro didn’t scold (them) all.’ (?? ∀ > NEG,XNEG > ∀)
What we see is that the LCA correctly predicts certain interpretive possibilities for some but not all elements

in the clause in both languages. For both languages, the elements that do not comply with the LCA are at

the right edge of the clause: the verbal complex in Japanese, and the argument cluster in Tagalog.



Proposal: The basic proposal is that the LCA is correct, but does not determine the total order of the structure.

Requirements like (7) (Richards 2016) may motivate departure from the LCA (to be formalized below).

(7) Selectional Contiguity:

At a specific linearization stage, if X andY are heads in a selection relationship, ¬∃Z s.t. <X,Z>, <Z,Y>

(7) poses a challenge both for Japanese and Tagalog, shown in the structures below. For both, the specifiers

in the clausal spine pose a problem for (7), preventing — for instance — T from becoming adjacent to v.

Placing either of the pair of selecting heads or intervening argument at the right edge of the clause could

potentially repair this problem, as represented by the arrows in (8-9) below.

(8) Japanese: S O V+v+T

TP

T→ vP

DP

Agt
v→ XP

DP

Th
X→ V→

(9) Tagalog T+v+V {S, O}

TP

T vP

DP→
Agt v XP

DP→
Th X V

As the formulation of (7) implies, linearization of structure takes place in two stages, following different

algorithms, (10), with core linearization preceding and feeding linearization of the periphery. In the Japanese

clausal spine, specifiers, but not heads, are linearized as part of the core, satisfying (7). In the Japanese

periphery, each head is linearized next to that which it selects, following (10b) while satisfying (7). In the

Tagalog clausal spine, heads, but not specifiers, are linearized as part of the core, also satisfying (7). In the

Tagalog periphery, specifiers are freely linearized, as they are in no selectional relationship with each other.

(10) a. Core: Kayne’s (1994) algorithm, modulated by (7).

b. Periphery: <X, Y>, where ¬∃Z : <X, Z>, and Y is unordered w.r.t X.

The linear order of arguments in Japanese thus corresponds with their scope, since their relative scope de-

termines their linear order, in contrast with Tagalog. The linear order of the verbal complex and one of its

arguments likewise corresponds with their scope in Tagalog, similarly contrasting with Japanese.

Supporting PF evidence: Nuclear stress assignment is determined by the position in the syntactic tree

stressable elements occupy (Bresnan 1971, 1972; Cinque 1993, Kahnemuyipour 2007, a.m.o.). On this

analysis, the linear order of arguments in Japanese, but not Tagalog, likewise reflects their position in the

structure. Japanese scrambling is known to interact with nuclear stress assignment (Ishihara 2000, Miyagawa

2004, Sato 2009): nuclear stress falls on the object in an SOV clause, but on the subject in an OSV clause.

For our proposal, Japanese scrambling alters the c-command relationships between arguments, and — as

expected — has a concomitant effect on stress assignment. Tagalog differs: the linear order of agents and

themes does not reflect c-command relationships between the two. As shown in Richards (2017), nuclear

stress in Tagalog consistently falls on the theme, independent of the relative order of arguments in the clause;

we expect this, as Tagalog scrambling results from (10b) underdetermining their relative order, not narrow

syntactic movement.
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Syntactic parameters: The case of IS-conditioned argument reordering 

This talk offers an interface-based analysis of some familiar and some recently discovered 

linguistic data from three language groups (Slavic, Germanic and Kwa) in support of the 

hypothesis that the observable parametric variation in ordering reflects the nature of the 

externalization process, i.e. phonological/morphological interface (PF), rather than the narrow 

syntax itself (Berwick & Chomsky’s 2008). Adaptation of this hypothesis implies that syntactic 

parameters cannot be viewed as specified by formal features of functional heads (Borer 1984). 

I show on the basis of the encoding of two types of information-structural (IS) interpretations, 

disambiguation and prominence, that an economy-driven interface-based account (Reinhart 

1995) fares better at capturing the data, while an analysis in terms of functional features runs 

into substantial theoretical and empirical complications. Theoretically, the idea that IS features 

operate in syntax violates the inclusiveness condition of Chomsky (1995), as IS features are 

not lexical (Neeleman and Szendrői 2004; den Dikken 2006). Empirically, reliance of IS-

conditioned reordering on language-specific PF properties is difficult to capture within a theory 

that assumes that it is driven by syntactic features. Moreover, such an analysis fails to account 

for the pervasive trend for A’-scrambling to exhibit optionality (Titov, in press) (see (1)). 

(1)  [John met Sue.]CONTEXT (2)   [Who did John meet?]CONTEXT 

 a. (No) John met [MARY]FOC (not Sue).  a.  John met [MARY]FOC. 

 b. (No) [MARY]FOC1 John met  t1 (not Sue).  b. # [MARY]FOC1 John met  t1. 

A’-scrambling, illustrated in (1b), is restricted to languages that have a productive use of pitch 

accents for IS encoding, as its formal licence is prominent prosody on the displaced XP (e.g. 

F0-rise with post-focal pitch compression). Its interpretive licence is disambiguation of a focus 

as contrastive/emphatic. Thus, an in-situ focus is compatible with a contrastive or non-

contrastive construal (see (1a) and (2a)), but a moved focus must be contrastive (see (1b) and 

(2b)). However, as movement is costly, interface economy permits both structures – an 

interpretively ambiguous SVO and an unambiguous O1SV t1, resulting in optionality.  

 Unlike IS disambiguation, the encoding of IS prominence, which discriminates 

between a discourse prominent background and the as yet non-prominent focus, is obligatory. 

It takes place alongside the obligatory encoding of thematic prominence. When the two 

prominence relations misalign, as in (3), they are typically encoded via distinct linguistic tools 

– syntactic (ordering), morphological (inflection) and prosodic (stress-shift), as employment 

of one tool for the encoding of one prominence relation restricts the availability of the same 

tool for the encoding of the other relation. (SMALL CAPS mark the main sentential stress). 

(3)  [Who visited Mary?]CONTEXT 

 a. [JОHN]FOC visited Mary. 

 b. Mariju  navestil [IVAN]FOC. RUSSIAN 

  Mary.ACC visited  John  

  ‘John visited Mary.’  

In (3), the encoding of IS-prominence is illustrated on the basis of familiar data from English 

and Russian. English employs syntax for the encoding of thematic prominence, as the 

prominent Agent consistently c-commands and precedes the non-prominent Theme (or its A’-

trace) (see (3a) where the structurally highest argument must be interpreted as the Agent). 

Russian, conversely, employs inflectional morphology for the encoding of thematic 

prominence (see (3b) where the highest argument is construed as the Theme due to it being 

marked with the accusative morphological (m-)case marker). The availability of morphological 

encoding of thematic prominence allows Russian to employ syntax for IS prominence encoding 

(see (3b) where the argument that has a discourse-referent c-commands and precedes the 

argument that is discourse new). Conversely, in English, syntactic encoding of IS prominence 

is unavailable, as syntax is employed for thematic prominence encoding. As a result, when the 

two prominence relations misalign, English employs prosody for IS prominence encoding (see 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238623844_The_Biolinguistic_Program_The_Current_State_of_its_Evolution_and_Development
https://www.degruyter.com/viewbooktoc/product/3907
https://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/17195
https://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/17195
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/minimalist-program
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/~uczaksz/Neeleman%20and%20Szendroi%202004.pdf
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/relators-and-linkers
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324892000_Optionality_of_Movement


(3a) where the focused argument is marked via stress shift). Failure to encode IS prominence 

prosodically or syntactically results in IS ill-formedness (see (4)), while failure to represent 

thematic prominence morphologically results in its obligatory syntactic encoding (see (5)).  

(4)   [Who visited Mary?]CONTEXT 

 a. # [Jоhn]FOC visited MARY.  

 b. # [Ivan]FOC navestil MARIJU. RUSSIAN 

   John visited Mary.ACC  

(5) a.  Mary visited JOHN. ≠ [John visited Mary] 

 b.  Mat’ navestila DOČ’.   RUSSIAN 

   mother.NOM/ACC visited daughter.NOM/ACC  

   ‘Mother has visited daughter.’ ≠ [Daughter visited mother] 

Hence, the encoding of IS prominence is formally reliant on the PF properties of a language, 

such as the availability of pitch accents (for stress attraction) and m-case markers. The 

interface-based approach captures the data in (3)–(5) by assuming that a PF representation that 

is marked either prosodically, as in (3a), or by inheritance from syntax, as in (3b), is allowed 

by the interface economy iff it captures an interpretive effect that the corresponding unmarked 

representation fails to express (see (4)). This provides the interpretive licence for (3). A PF 

representation is inherently marked when the syntactic representation in its input involves an 

inverse order of -role assignment, which MUST be made visible at PF (e.g. via m-case 

markers). This reliability of syntactic encoding of IS prominence on the availability of a rich 

inflectional system is difficult to reconcile with a theory that relies on formal features driving 

movement, as such a theory assumes that variation in ordering results from distinct properties 

of lexically specified syntactic features and not from distinct PF properties of languages. 

The outlined analysis predicts that a language that lacks PF-encoding of either thematic 

or IS prominence must encode both in syntax. In line with that, Akan – a language that has no 

productive use of m-case or pitch accents for IS encoding (Saah 1994), marks IS prominence 

by using an inverse pseudocleft (Titov 2019), as in (7a) where the focused Agent surfaces in 

SpecIP of the higher clause, which is cross-linguistically associated with focus, while thematic 

prominence is encoded by keeping a co-referential pronoun in its thematic position.  

(7)   [Who ate the food?]CONTEXT 

 a.  [IP [Kodwo]FOC1 [VP na [CP [IP ɔ1-dii aduan no]]]]. AKAN 

         Kodwo is 3SG/ANIM-ate food DEF  

   ‘Kodwo is who ate the food.’      

 b. # [Kodwo]FOC dii aduan no. 

Due to the lack of a productive use of pitch-accents, A’-scrambling is unavailable in Akan. As 

a result, exactly the same construction is used for disambiguating a focus as contrastive/ 

emphatic (see (8a)). Yet, interpretive disambiguation is, as expected, optional (see (8b)), 

whereas encoding of IS prominence is obligatory (see (7b)). 

(8)   [You saw Kofi.]CONTEXT 

 a.  (Daabi) [IP [Ama]FOC1 [VP na [CP [IP me-huu no1]]]] (εnnyε Kofi). 

     no      Ama is I-saw 3SG/ANIM   not Kofi 

   ‘(No) Ama is who I saw (not Kofi).’ 

 b.  (Daabi) me-huu [Ama]FOC (εnnyε Kofi).   

Hence, the data in (7) and (8) provide novel evidence for the position that the parametric 

variation in ordering is reliant on the independent PF properties of a language, such as the 

availability of m-case and pitch accents. The above observations are rather difficult to capture 

within a theory that assumes that variation in argument order is regulated by the syntactic 

component of grammar or the syntax-lexicon interface. Conversely, an interface-based 

approach that assumes mapping of PF representations onto discourse-templates regulated by 

the interface economy accounts for the syntactic variation without any additional stipulations.   

https://ruor.uottawa.ca/bitstream/10393/10234/1/NN04882.PDF
https://www.glossa-journal.org/articles/10.5334/gjgl.576/
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Syntactic variation meets PF uniformity: Underspecification of nominal functional categories

The Slavic diminutive (DIM) morpheme (e.g., Czech -ek.M.SG, -ka.F.SG, -ko.N.SG etc.; henceforth, K)

is homophonous with different morphemes: E.g., in Polish and Czech, the morpheme -ka is ambiguous

between a DIM derived from a feminine (FEM) noun, a morpheme deriving socio-biological FEM from a

masculine (MASC) noun, a nominalizer, and a group forming morpheme. In addition, DIMs can yield a

degree interpretation, and obtain additional pragmatic readings. A very similar range of nominal functions

and interpretations is found in Semitic. The feminine morpheme (F) displays a similar range of functional

and semantic interpretations, e.g., in Moroccan and Levantine Arabic (LA), and Hebrew, with two important

differences: F individuates, and cannot be a nominalizer. We ask: How does functional/interpretational vari-

ability within the nominal domain map to PF uniformity? We argue for a class of underspecified functional

heads (construed as variables; Borer 2005, Acquaviva 2018) whose functional interpretation is a function of

their syntactic position (akin to i* of Wood & Marantz 2015). The underlying syntactic underspecification

triggers uniform PF realization despite varied syntactic/semantic behavior, modulo independent differences

of the surrounding nominal structures which account for the variation between Slavic and Semitic.

Specifically, the proposal builds on work arguing for a connection between gender and DIM as classifiers

(Zabbal 2002, Fassi Fehri 2003, Borer 2005) and argues that K and F are morphological realizations of a

feature bundle corresponding to a nominalizing head (n), which is primarily based on gender. Different

functions and interpretations arise from different attachments sites of n in the extended nominal domain,

instead of a series of semantically specified functional heads (e.g., Fassi Fehri 2016, 2017, 2018a,b), or

distinct morphemes (e.g., Borer & Ouwayda 2010): A given interpretation arises in a specific structural

environment, modulo language specific lexical content and structural economy.

Facets of gender: SOCIO-BIOLOGICAL GENDER: K and F systematically derive female-denoting nouns

from MASC nouns, (1). The reverse pattern, i.e., productive formation of male counterparts to female-

denoting individuals, is not attested. [Throughout, we demonstrate the patterns only on Czech and LArabic.]

(1) a. diplomat ‘diplomat.M.SG’ → diplomat-ka ‘diplomat-K:F.SG, a female diplomat’ CZ

b. far ‘mouse.M.SG’ → far-a ‘mouse-F:SG, she mouse’ LA

CATEGORY CHANGE: Unlike F, K functions as a nominalizer. In noun-to-noun conversions, the derivation

of grammatically FEM nouns from a MASC base is fully productive, and if plausible, systematically ambigu-

ous with a socio-biological formation [diplomat.M.SG → diplomat-ka ‘diplomat-K:F.SG; a briefcase’ or ‘a

female diplomat’]; the derivation of grammatically MASC nouns from a FEM base is less productive [kůra

‘tree-bark.F.SG’ → kor-ek ‘bark-K:M.SG, cork’], as is the derivation of FEM nouns from a FEM base [kniha

‘book.F.SG’ → knı́ž-ka ‘book-K:F.SG, a book (less formal)’]. Neuter derivational bases are restricted to a

handful of nouns [rameno ‘shoulder.N.SG’ → ramı́n-ko.K:N.SG ‘hanger’]. Furthermore, K derives nouns

from adjectives [sodová (voda) ‘soda.ADJ (water)’ → sodov-ka ‘soda-K:F.SG, pop’], and verbs [doplnit ‘to

complement’ → dopln-ěk ‘complement-K:M.SG, a complement’]. (Dokulil et al, 1986)

DIMINUTIVES: DIM formation by K is highly productive: K displays the gender value of its base noun,

(2-a). Semitic employs two DIM formation strategies (e.g., DeBelder et al 2019): a stem-internal one, (2-b),

and a stem external one (with F as the suffix), (2-c), often accompanied by changes within the nominal stem.

(2) a. jablı́č-ko ‘apple.N.SG-K:N.SG; a small apple,’ jam-ka ‘pit.F.SG-.K:F.SG; a small hole,’ stol-ek

‘table-.K:M.SG; a small table’ CZ

b. arnab ‘rabbit.M.SG’ → arnub ‘rabbit.DIM, a small rabbit’ LA

c. foren ‘oven.M.SG → forneyy-i ‘oven-F:F.SG; a small oven’ LA

DEGREE & PRAGMATIC READINGS: Both K and F DIM morphemes can double. In Slavic, this involves

doubling K, (3); Semitic double-formation combines the stem-internal and the stem-external derivation, (4).

Doubling yields additional semantic (higher degree of a small size) and pragmatic readings (affectionate;

e.g., Jurafsky 1996, Dressler & Barbaresi 1994, Fassi Fehri 2017).

(3) stol-ek ‘table-K:M.SG, a small table’ → stol-eč-ek ‘table-K:M.SG-K:M.SG, a very small table’ CZ

1



(4) arnab ‘rabbit’ → arnub ‘rabbit.DIM’ → arnub-i ‘rabbit.DIM-F:SG; a cute small rabbit’ LA

INDIVIDUATION: F productively individuates kind nouns, (5-a). Individuation of mass nouns is always

accompanied by an additional shift in lexical semantics, (5-b). In contrast, K does not individuate. In

Slavic, both DIM and its base are systematically ambiguous between mass and count interpretations.

(5) a. samak ‘fish’ → samak-i ‘fish-F:SG, a piece/unit of fish’

b. sokkar ‘sugar.MASS’ → sokkareyy-i ‘sugar-F:SG; a small sugar bowl’

GROUP FORMATION: In Semitic, F productively derives group formation (Borer 2005, Ouwyada 2014,

Kramer & Winchester 2018), (6). In Slavic, group formation by K is restricted to numerals, (7-a), quantifiers

(Veselovská 2018), (7-b), and to a productive formation of pluralia tantum (Dokulil et al. 1986), (7-c).

(6) mtdyyen ‘religious.M.SG, a believer’ → mtdyn-i ‘religious-F.SG, a religious group’ LA

(7) a. dvě děvčata ‘two girls’ → dvoj-ka děvčat ‘two-K:F.SG girls.GEN, a group of two girls’ CZ

b. pár děvčat ‘a few girls’ → pár-ek děvčat ‘couple-K:F.SG girls.GEN, a group of two girls’ CZ

c. běž-ky ‘run-K:PL, cross-country skis’, sjezdov-ky ‘go down-K:PL, downhill skis’ CZ

Gender as n: We argue that K and F are instantiations of an n head; specifically, an n head based on a

gender feature (e.g., Kramer 2015). The difference between Slavic and Semitic is in the height of attach-

ment of n (henceforth, nK/F ) – effectively, a light noun (e.g., Wiltschko 2008) –; differences within the

pattern follow from structural economy, and type of gender feature valuation on n. A specific interpretation

arises during spell-out, when underspecified functional heads (here, n) are associated with distinct functional

meanings based on their structural environment (Wood & Marantz 2015). CATEGORY CHANGE: Slavic nK

merges with the previously merged root and category head: [nK [CAT
√
root]]. For this to obey structural

economy, the projection properties of the new formation must differ from the primary merge one. The econ-

omy condition is satisfied when CAT is not n: in which case, the structure derives a category change. Both

gender and meaning of the derived nominal is idiosyncratic. Technically, nK is a functional root (Creemers

et al, 2019), and idiosyncratic gender is an indexical gender associated with nominal roots (Acquaviva 2008,

2014). In contrast, Semitic roots are category-neutral (Arad 2003, Kastner 2017) and lack indexical gender

(Semitic nominals can be genderless). Analogically, there is no gender-based functional root that could

yield a category change. DIMINUTIVES: Not all instances of gender are indexical, but instead can enter the

structure as a binary feature of n. In Slavic, the gender feature is by default unvalued, and obtains a value

only post-syntactically from the indexed feature of the root. When nK attaches to [n
√
root], the gender

feature of nK gets valued by agree with n, thus deriving the gender properties of Slavic DIM. In contrast, in

Semitic, n comes with a valued gender feature (±gender; Kramer 2014). For [nF [n
√
root]] to be felici-

tous, the feature of nF must be [+gender] (FEM), to be featurally distinguishable from [n
√
root]. We argue

that the default interpretation of this light noun formation is a DIM, construed as a bound interpretation (akin

to nominal aspect). PRAGMATIC READINGS: A double DIM formation obeys structural economy only if

it yields additional interpretations (Sichel & Wiltschko 2018). Double DIM thus yields a degree (based on

the bounded nominal interpretation) or a pragmatic interpretation (affection). BIO-SOCIOLOGICAL GEN-

DER: Valued gender can come to the derivation as an interpretable feature on D (Steriopolo & Wiltschko

2008, Kučerová 2018, Sigurksson 2019), and agree with the unvalued gender of nK/F , deriving the bio-

sociological gender of K and F, (1). GROUP FORMATION: The light noun configuration offers itself to a

partitive-like function, yielding a group reading. Semitic nominals can lack the individuation layer (e.g.,

Déprez 2005, Acquaviva 2018 for an argument that kind nouns lack NumP): when nF attaches to a non-

individuated structure, the interpretation must be that of the whole, with no subparts, (6). In Slavic, a group

interpretation arises only in the context of structures that lack individuation, i.e., quantifiers, numerals, and

pluralia tantum, (7). INDIVIDUATION: Semitic has a class of genderless unindividuated nominals. When

nF attaches to the primary merge of such a nominal, the interface interprets F as an individuating functional

head (Borer’s DIV), deriving (5-a). This interpretation is absent in Slavic because the equivalent of a Number

projection is always present, and the individuating interpretation is excluded by structural economy.
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Focus markers in an optionally WH-in-situ language: the case of Burkinabé Bambara 

Synopsis: Linguists still disagree on whether wh-phrases should be considered as focal. In this talk, 

I present evidence from Burkinabè Bambara, a so-far undocumented variety of Bambara. Burkinabè 

Bambara is an optionally wh-in-situ language which displays four different types of focus markers. I 

argue that the interplay of a rich focus particle system together with optionality in wh-movement 

provides the perfect testing ground to investigate how different focal pragmatic imports (in the sense 

of Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina 2015, 2016) affect the grammaticality of question formation.  

Standard Bambara: I start by discussing Standard Bambara (SBM), from which Burkinabè 

Bambara is derived. SBM is a rigidly SOV Mande language spoken in Mali which is obligatorily wh-

in-situ (1) and which in fact disallows all forms of scrambling (Koopman 1992). Several African 

languages mark focus by means of focus particles, and SBM is no different. Interestingly, SBM does 

not have a single focus particle, it has three. We have high-tone dè (2), which immediately follows a 

constituent in narrow focus, irrespectively of whether this is a subject, object or an adjunct.  We have 

(low-tone) dé (3), which appears sentence-finally and places emphasis on the truth or the polarity of 

a sentence. Finally, we have sentence-final kè (4), often used in answers to yes/no questions to mark 

the answer as obvious:  

(1)  I ka mun dumu?                          (SBM) (2)  Fanta dè biro kono                      (SBM) 

 You IMPF eat what?  Fanta PRT IMPF office stays 

 ‘What are you eating?’  ‘It’s Fanta who is in the office’ 

(3)  A ma na dé!                             (SBM) (4)  N’ b’a fe kè!                                (SBM) 

 He NEG come PRT  I IMPF it.CL want PRT 

 ‘He did NOT come!’  ‘Of course I want it!’ 

Dé, dè and kè are in complementary distribution with each other, and with wh-phrases and well as 

with the polarity question marker wa. Burkinabé Bambara (BBM):  BBM is a variety of Bambara 

spoken in northern parts of Burkina Faso. BBM displays all the three focus particles found in SBM 

that we saw in (2, 3, 4). Unlike SBM, however, BBM wh-phrases may either remain in situ (as in 1) 

or appear in the left edge of the clause. In the latter case, they must be followed by the particle lo (5), 

which is only optional with fronted “why” (=muna). Lo is not peculiar to wh-questions: it may appear 

in presentational focus constructions, for instance in answers to wh-questions (6).  

his analysis of the particle ne in Kikuyu, I take lo to be a focus marker rather than the sentence’s 

copula. This is on the basis of the existence of another way of realizing copular structures in BBM, 

i.e. (8), where the element yi fully inflects for number and tense. Lo may be used in place (8) only if 

the event expressed is in the present tense, exactly like in Kikuyu, and is in fact even more restrictive 

than Kikuyu in that only one argument may be present for lo to be possible. I equally reject a cleft- 

marker analysis of lo (e.g. à la Bergvall 1987), since 

structures like (5) lack all markings of a bi-clausal 

structure. In this respect, compare (1) and (5) to 

examples (9-10), from Nguni (Sabel & Zeller 

2006:272). Like BBM, Nguni is SOV and optionally wh-in-situ: if the wh-phrase appears sentence-

initially and is prefixed by y, which Sabel and Zeller analyze as the copula, the rest of the clause bears 

the marking of a relative clause construction: notice the relative operator o and the relativizer yo.  

 

(5)  Mun lo i ka dumu?             (BBM) (6)  As answer to “Who is it?”: 

 What PRT you IMPF eat  Seydou lo                                          (BBM) 

 ‘What are you eating?’  ‘It’s Seydou’ 

Lo may also be used to mark contrast (7, 

right); in this usage, lo resembles ké in 

directly following the constituent which is 

contrasted, irrespectively of its position in 

the clause. Following Schwarz (2007) and 

  

(7)  A be ji lo mina, nga muguji tè           (BBM) 

 

 

He IMPF water lo drink, but juice NEG 

“It’s water that he is drinking, not juice” 

 

(8)  Seydou yi tche ye               (BBM) 

 Seydou COP man PRT 

 ‘Seydou is a man’ 



(9)  U-bona ini?                          (NGU) (10)  Y-ini o yi-bona-yo?                                 (NGU) 

 You- see what?  COP-what RC you-Obj.CL-see RV 

 ‘What do you see?’  What is it that you see? 

Optionally focal WHs: Wh-phrases have been argued to be inherently focal (see Beck 2009, i.a.), to 

be focal only under specific readings (Cable 2009, i.a.), to only be focal in matrix questions (Rizzi 

1997, 2001, i.a.). BBM provides support for Aboh’s (2008) analysis of wh-words as constituents 

which may be focused, but need not be: wh-phrases in BBM may front, in which case they are 

obligatorily accompanied by a focus marker, but may also remain in situ, in which case no focus 

marker is present. Moreover, this process is clearly possible in matrix questions as well. In both 

respects, BBM is reminiscent of question formation in Oromo, a Cushitic SOV language which, 

unlike BBM, has wh- fronting. In Oromo, a fronted WH may or may not accompanied by the focus 

marker tu (Yiman 1988:370) (11-12); if tu is present, the wh-element is interpreted contrastively. 

Whereas (12) may be an appropriate follow-up question to “John didn’t come” -in which case (12) 

would roughly translate as “Then who did (come)?”-, the question in (11) would not be.   

(11)  Eennu dufe?                         (ORM) (12)  Eennu-tu dufe?                            (ORM) 

 Who came?  Who- PRT came? 

The peculiarity of BBM lies in the fact that contrastive and non-contrastive wh-phrases are not only 

distinguished by the presence vs. lack of a focus particle, but also by the presence vs. lack of fronting. 

The fact that the focus marker lo only pops up whenever the wh- element is fronted also establishes 

a direct link between focalization (in this case of a wh-phrase) and the left periphery (see Rizzi 1997).  

Types of focus. There is abundant literature on focus-particle strategies in African languages and 

there is at least some literature on focus particles in conjunction with wh-phrases, but -to the best of 

my knowledge- there is no literature on the question of how different types of focus particles fare in 

interrogative structures. Recent work by Bianchi, Bocci and Cruschina (2015, 2016) has highlighted 

the need to assume the existence of different pragmatic imports for constituents in focus. A language 

like BBM is particularly relevant in light of Bianchi, Bocci and Cruschina’s work in that it clearly 

distinguishes different focal pragmatic imports by means of different focus particles. Based on the 

pragmatic interpretation of the sentences where lo, dé, dè and kè occur, it seems sensible to assume 

that whereas dè, dé and ké are used to signal various types of emphatic (corrective and mirative) foci, 

lo marks the presence of a simply contrastive focus. Crucially, whereas dé, dè and kè are incompatible 

with a wh-phrase, lo is not. Not only is lo compatible with wh-phrases, it is mandatory when these 

are fronted. This suggests that (i) wh-phrases are not always focalized (ii) wh-phrases may be 

focalized, and (iii) whenever they are, they must be contrastively focalized: no other focal pragmatic 

import seems to be compatible with a genuine matrix interrogative structure.   

Upshot. The question of whether wh-phrases are compatible with constituents in focus and the 

(connected) question of whether or not wh-phrases should themselves be considered as focal should 

also be considered from a pragmatic point of view: it is essential that we also start investigating how 

the pragmatic type of a focus impacts the grammaticality of interrogative structures. Considering a 

typologically wider language sample can help us do just that, as shown by BBM.  
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Clausal embedding in Basque:
Syntactically disharmonic but harmonically realized

Background. The Final-over-Final Condition (FOFC) precludes head-initial phrases from be-
ing immediately dominated by a head-final phrase in their extended projection (cf. Holmberg
2000; Biberauer et al. 2014 (BHR); Sheehan et al. 2017). BHR characterize it as a narrow syn-
tactic phenomenon, deriving it from the way structure-building takes place. In turn, Sheehan
(2011, 2013, 2017) develops a model where FOFC effects result from how syntactic structures
are linearized at PF (cf. also Tokizaki & Kuwana 2013, Etxepare & Haddican 2017, Branan
2019). Only the latter analysis predicts that PF-operations taking place before linearization
could affect FOFC-compliance.
Overview. I analyze Basque finite embedded clauses (EC), which are integrated in a poten-
tially disharmonic configuration (head-initial CP/NegP/FinP dominated by head-final NP/DP/
VP/PP). I put in evidence a series of ‘compliance strategies’ that circumvent FOFC-violations,
showing how they point towards FOFC being a requirement on head-final phrases being imme-
diately dominated by head-final phrases with overt material.
Word order in Basque clauses: Background. In its classical analysis, Basque clausal struc-
ture is FOFC-compliant (cf. BHR), with head-final orders in FinP and below, and head-initial
orders above FinP. The latter heads are not overt, but trigger movement of V/v/Neg/T/Fin heads
in contexts of negation, wh-questions and focalization (cf. Ortiz de Urbina 1989, 1994; Laka
1990; Etxepare & Haddican 2017). Thus whereas declaratives are SOV (1a), negation/inter-
rogatives/foci display ‘residual V2 effects’ (1b) (cf. Rizzi 1996):

(1) a. Gizonak
man

leihoa
window

ireki
open

zuen.
AUX

b. {Ez
NEG

zuen}
AUX

gizonak
man

leihoa
window

ireki
open

*{ez
aaNEG

zuen}.
AUX

The man didn’t open the window.
Data. 1. Unlike in root clauses (1b), in relative clauses (RC) the finite verb (+ Fin comple-
mentizer) is obligatorily clause-final, even in contexts of negation, wh-questions and focus (2a)
(Oyharçabal 2003). However, this requirement is lifted when the NP is null (2b):

(2) a. [*{ez
aaNEG

zuen}
AUX.C

leihoa
window

ireki
open

{ez
NEG

zuen}]
AUX.C

gizon-a
man-D

the man who didn’t open the window
b. {ez

aNEG

zuen-a}
AUX.C-D

leihoa
window

ireki
open

{ez
NEG

zuen-a}
AUX.C-D

∅

the (one) who didn’t open the window
2. Clausal complements (CC) tend to allow non-final V, with some variation in acceptability
across speakers (cf. Artiagoitia 2003; Etxepare 2003; Artiagoitia & Elordieta 2017):

(3) Jonek
Jon

[leihoa
window

{ez
NEG

dela}
AUX.C

ireki
open

{ez
NEG

dela}]
AUX.C

erakusten
show

du.
AUX

Jon shows that the window was not opened.
(4) [CP Nork

who
[Co erakusten

show
du]
AUX

[FinP twh [leihoa
window

ez
NEG

dela
AUX.C

ireki]
open

tV+v+T+Fin ]]?

Who shows that the window was not opened?
3. Clausal adjuncts do not display a unified behavior. The generalization, I show, is that with an
overt final P the verb is obligatorily final, but not with a P on the left, or with a complementizer-
like (or cliticizing) subordinator (Artiagoitia 2003; Etxepare 2003):



(5) a. [*{Ez
aaaNEG

den}
AUX.C

leihoa
window

ireki
open

{ez
NEG

den}]
AUX.C

arren...
even.if

Even if the window wasn’t opened...
b. Nahiz

even
eta
if

[{ez
NEG

den}
AUX.C

leihoa
window

ireki
open

{ez
NEG

den}]...
AUX.C

Even if the window wasn’t opened...
c. [{Ez

NEG

denez}
AUX.ENEZ

leihoa
window

ireki
open

{ez
NEG

denez}]...
AUX.ENEZ

Since the window wasn’t opened...

Analysis. Assuming with Sheehan (2011, 2013), Biberauer & Sheehan (2012) that strong is-
lands constitute linearization domains, and that ECs and their dominating heads must therefore
comply with the FOFC, I expose a variety of compliance strategies displayed in the above data.
A non-trivial consequence is that FOFC is a PF phenomenon (Sheehan 2011, 2013, 2017), sen-
sitive in particular to phonological overtness. 1. Copy-deletion. The clause-final position of
the (Neg +) verb in (2a) or (5a) can be accounted for in terms of copy-deletion (cf. Sheehan
2011 ff.). Their copies in the head-complement order in the left peripheral domain of the EC
are in violation of FOFC when dominated by a D or P to their right. Spelling out the lower
copies in head-final position ‘repairs’ the violation. 2. Null/No dominating head to the right.
(2b) shows that when, in the absence of overt material in the NP, the determiner -a cliticizes
onto the RC’s closer head Fin (cf. Trask 2003), it evacuates the head position dominating the
RC, freeing it from the requirement on realizing final heads. Similarly, (5c) features an empty
P head and (5b) a head-initial P, thus both are FOFC-complying. 3. Stranding by V-movement.
Leftward movement of matrix V in contexts of negation/wh-/focus-movement of other material
leaves no overt final head dominating the CC in (4), producing a FOFC-complying configura-
tion. 4. Pied-piping to SpecCP. BHR argue that Ā-movement is FOFC-exempt. I show that
precisely preverbal CCs such as (3) can only be preceded by topicalizable material, indicating
that they are focal; i.e., they surface in matrix SpecCP:

(6) [TopP Jonek/*zerbait
Jon/something

erek
too

[CP [leihoa
window

ez
NEG

dela
AUX.C

ireki]
open

[Co erakusten
show

du]
AUX

[FinP ]]].

Jon/something shows that the window was not opened.

Extensions. 1. I show that as expected, when forced into a non-A’, post-negation position, CCs
require final V. 2. Clausal pied-piping or extraposition are not available within DPs/PPs. As
predicted, non-final V is never allowed in CCs of Ns/Ps.

Conclusion. Basque clausal embedding constitutes a configuration which is syntactically
disharmonic but harmonically realized, providing evidence for FOFC as a PF-condition (and
avoiding a differential approach to the typology of ECs, pace Elordieta & Haddican 2017).

Selected references. Artiagoitia, X. 2003. Complementation. A Grammar of Basque, eds. Hualde & Ortiz de
Urbina, 634-710. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. � Biberauer, T. & M. Sheehan. 2012. Disharmony, Antisymme-
try, and the Final-over-Final Constraint. Ways of structure building, eds. Uribe-Etxebarria & Valmala, 206-244.
Oxford: OUP. � Elordieta, A. & B. Haddican. 2017. Truncation feeds intervention. Two clause type effects in
Basque. NLLT. � Etxepare, R. 2003. Negation. A Grammar of Basque, eds. Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina, 516-
564. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. � Etxepare, R. & B. Haddican. 2017. Repairing Final-Over-Final Condition
violations: Evidence from Basque verb clusters. Order and structure in syntax I: Word order and syntactic struc-
ture, eds. Bailey & Sheehan, 135-157. Berlin: LangSciPress. � Ortiz de Urbina, J. 1989. Some Parameters in
the Grammar of Basque. Dordrecht: Foris. � Sheehan, M. 2011. Extraposition and Antisymmetry. Linguistic
variation yearbook 2010, ed. van Craenenbroeck, 201-251. Amsterdam: Benjamins. � Sheehan, M. 2013. Some
implications of a Copy Theory of Labelling for the LCA. Syntax 16: 362-396. � Tokizaki, H. & Y. Kuwana.
2013. A stress-based theory of disharmonic word orders. Theoretical approaches to disharmonic word order, eds.
Biberauer & Sheehan, 190-218. Oxford: OUP.
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The varying relation of case and verbal agreement in the Ugric languages 

1. Goal  

As shown by Baker (2015) i.a., agreement and case assignment can be (i) interdependent, (ii) 

independent, or (iii) partially independent of each other. These parametric options appear to 

have random distribution across languages. This talk argues that the relation of case and 

agreement in the Ugric languages (Mansi, Khanty, and Hungarian) is not random. A strict 

correlation of case and agreement is attested in sentence structures displaying a fusion of 

grammatical functions and discourse roles. The encoding of these roles in distinct clausal 

domains separates the functions and licensing conditions of case and agreement, and cuts them 

free from each other. At the same time, elements of their former active correlation may survive 

in a frozen form, resulting in grammars with a partial correspondence between case and 

agreement morphology. Evidence will be presented suggesting that the conditions determining 

the relation of case and agreement in Ugric may have played a role in other languages, as well. 

It will be shown that dependent case theory can account for the whole range of variation in the 

relation of case and agreement.  

2. Correlation of case and agreemen: Eastern Mansi  

Eastern Mansi texts from 1868-1905 show this dialect, extinct by now, to be strict SOV, 

showing a fusion of the subject and primary topic roles. If the underlying subject is [-referential] 

and/or [-specific], the clause is passivized (1a,b). NP-movement raises the highest [+referential, 

+specific] argument into subject-topic position, where it elicits verbal agreement. In case it has 

inherent case (e.g. locative or lative (1b)), it undergoes case reassignment, assuming nominative 

(Kulonen 1989; cf. Richards 2013; Baker 2015:281-284).  

(1) a.  Näγ  kͻ-nǝ   tiγ   tat-wǝ-s-ǝn?  

you  who-by  here  bring-PASS-PAST-2SG  'Who brought you here?'  

      b.  Näγ tak  mujnēt-nǝ   jͻχt-w-ǝn.  

you so  guest.PL-by  come-PASS-2SG  'So guests come to you.'  

Eastern Mansi also displays a fusion of the object and secondary topic roles. Distributional 

evidence shows that focal objects are VP-internal, caseless, eliciting no agreement (2a). 

Familiar, topical objects occupy a VP-external secondary topic position accessible only to 

objects, where they elicit verbal agreement, and receive accusative case (2b) (Skribnik 2001; 

Virtanen 2014).  

(2) a.  kom  jowt-nyõõl wø-s              b.  õõw-mø   öät  kont-iil-øm  

man bow-arrow take-PAST-3SG         door-ACC  NEG  find-OBJ-1SG  

‘The man took a bow and an arrow’      ‘I don’t find the door.’  

In the Eastern Mansi sentence, topical subjects and topical objects land in the specifiers of a 

subject-topic phrase (SubjP) and an object-topic phrase (ObjP), two projections with both A 

and A' properties, the heads of which are realized as subject agreement and object agreement 

on the verb – see (3). Nominative case is assigned in Spec,SubjP, and accusative case is assigned 

in Spec,ObjP, i.e., spec-head agreement and case assignment target the same structural level. A 

similar sentence structure and similar patterns of agreement and case assignment have been 

reconstructed for Proto-Ugric, as well (É. Kiss 2017).  

(3)      SubjP  

   NP1       Subj'              vP and CP/SubjP are separate phases  for  case 

       ObjP      Subj [+Top]      assignment. If NP2 is focal, staying in  the  VP, 

   NP2       Obj'               NP2 and NP1 get unmarked  cases  in  separate 

       TP       Obj [+Top]      domains. If NP2 is secondary  topic,  NP1  and  

       vP     T                NP2 compete  for case in the CP/SubjP phase,  

   t1          v'               with  NP1 getting  unmarked   case   and   NP2  

       VP       v            receiving accusative. 

   t2        V'            



3. Independence of case and agreement: Hungarian  

Though early Old Hungarian displays relics of (3), the Hungarian sentence has been 'Topic 

Focus V XP*' since the late 12th century (É. Kiss 2014). The reinterpretation of the preverbal 

section as a purely A-bar domain independent of grammatical functions has led to the separation 

of case and agreement. Case encodes the thematically motivated hierarchy of arguments, 

determined in the vP phase. Agreement has preserved some correlation with discourse functions 

in a grammaticized form: the nominative NP, the most typical carrier of the topic role, nearly 

always elicits agreement on the verb (though Szabolcsi (2007) discusses infinitives with a 

nominative subject), whereas the accusative NP only triggers agreement if it is definite (a relic 

of the Proto-Ugric topicality condition):  

(4) a.  Mari  ír-Ø     egy dolgozat-ot.      b.  Mari  ír-ja-Ø      a  dolgozat-ot.  

Mary  write.3SG a    paper-ACC       Mary write-OBJ-SG   the paper-ACC  

'Mary is writing a paper.'           'Mary is writing the paper.'  

Generalized accusative marking is a consequence of the fact that the CP domain has become a 

pure A-bar domain, not affecting the cases determined by the thematically motivated argument 

hierarchy in the vP. In the terminology of Baker (2015: 149), the vP has become a soft phase, 

i.e., the case features fixed in the vP remain active in the derivation.  

4. Partial independence of case and agreement: the extant Khanty and Mansi dialects  
In most of the extant Khanty and Mansi dialects, SOV word order and the fusion of discourse 

roles and grammatical functions is still a strong tendency, but the influence of Russian has 

loosened their strict correlation; SVO, OSV, and presentative VS orders have also appeared 

(Nikolaeva 1999: 57; Filchenko 2007: 362). This indicates that structure (3) is giving way to a 

Hungarian-type structure. The roles 'subject' and 'primary topic' are still mostly fused, and 

nominative is assigned to the NPs that elicit subject agreement on the verb. Object-verb 

agreement, too, still follows the pattern inherited from Proto-Ugric: an object elicits agreement 

iff it is topic. Accusative marking, however, is independent of agreement; objects represented 

by the inherently topical personal and demonstrative pronouns are always case-marked (5a), 

whereas objects represented by lexical NPs are always caseless (5b):  

(5)a. Vera ʌüw-at   wū-ʌ-təɣ.              b.  Vera Masha wū-ʌ-təɣ.  

   Vera she-ACC know-PRS-OBJ.3SG        Vera Masha know-PRS-OBJ.3SG 

   'Vera knows her.'                 'Vera knows Masha.'  

We interpret these facts as generalized accusative marking, where the accusative morpheme has 

a -t allomorph on pronouns and a null allomorph on lexical NPs. Accusative marking has been 

generalized to all objects because the fusion of the object and secondary topic roles has been 

lost, and the object role has come to be associated with Spec,VP alone. vP has become a soft 

phase.  

5. Conclusion  

In the Ugric languages, case assignment operates in tandem with agreement as a result of the 

fusion of discourse roles and grammatical functions, or as a frozen relic of such a fusion. 

Agreement serves to cross-reference the predicate with the topic(s) or with the most typical 

topic exponent(s) - as claimed by Givón (1975) and Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011). Case 

represents the thematically motivated hierarchy of arguments. These functions systematically 

correlate in sentence structures where projections can simultaneously encode both a discourse 

role and a grammatical function. If discourse roles and grammatical functions are encoded 

separately, case and agreement are independent, though they often preserve relics of their 

former correlation. Such relics will also be pointed out in the Indo-European languages, where 

objects represented by NP types high on the topicality scale – pronouns (versus lexical NPs), 

+human NPs, or masculine and feminine (versus neutral) NPs – are more likely to be 

morphologically marked than objects represented by less topical NP types.  
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Intervention effects on Complementizer Agreement: revisiting the Agree vs. PF debate 

It is well known that many non-standard West-Germanic varieties have Complementizer 

Agreement (CA): not only the verb, but also the complementizer seemingly agrees with the 

subject. CA has played a recurring role in locating variation in syntax or PF, and has been used 

to define the properties of syntactic Agreement (e.g. van Koppen 2005) and PF operations (e.g. 

Ackema & Neeleman 2004, Weisser 2019). In this talk I revisit the Agree and PF analyses of 

CA based on novel data on intervention effects. I show that none of the current approaches to 

CA are correct. Instead, I argue for a clitic doubling analysis, which accounts for the full range 

of attested variation. This shows that variation in CA lies for the most part in the pronominal 

inventory of the varieties under discussion, and implicates that the arguments based on CA for 

defining syntactic Agree or PF operations need to be reconsidered. 

Data: challenges for previous accounts   In Frisian, Southern Limburgian, and Bavarian, CA 

reacts differently to intervention of a focus particle (and additional material) between the 

complementizer and the subject. In Frisian (1), intervention leads to ungrammaticality with and 

without CA present (cf. De Haan 2010); in S. Limburgian (2), the CA morpheme is realized in 

between the intervener and the subject; in Bavarian (3), the CA morpheme is always realized 

on the complementizer (cf. Fuss 2014). 

(1) a. dat-st      do   ytst b. *dat-st      ek   do   ytst  c. *dat  ek    do   ytst 

          that-2SG you eat.2SG       that-2SG also you eat.2SG        that also you eat.2SG 

            ‘that you eat’        ‘that you also eat’               ‘that you also eat’ 

(2) a. dat-s       toe  uts   b. dat  auch-s-toe      uts 

          that-2SG you eat.2SG        that also-2SG-you eat.2SG 

            ‘that you eat’        ‘that you also eat’ 

(3) a. ob-sd   du […] host   b. ob-sd   a     du […] host 

          if-2SG  you      have.2SG       if-2SG also you       have.2SG 

          ‘if you have’        ‘if you also have’ 

The Limburgian data are problematic for Agree-based accounts of CA: it is not clear how C-

agreement can be realized on the subject instead of the complementizer. The Frisian data are 

problematic for PF accounts of CA, as failure of application of the PF rule under intervention 

should result in the absence of CA, rather than ungrammaticality. Additional evidence from 

Frisian against PF accounts of CA comes from first conjunct CA: first conjunct CA is optional 

and corresponds to a difference in interpretation. Since PF rules cannot alter interpretation, CA 

cannot be the result of a PF operation.  

CA morpheme is a clitic   By applying diagnostic that distinguish clitics from agreement 

(Zwicky & Pullum 1983, Nevins 2011, i.a.), I show that the CA morpheme is a clitic. In all 

testable respects, the CA morpheme has the properties of a clitic: it can attach to a variety of 

hosts, such as wh-phrases (Fuss 2008) and conjunctors (van Koppen & Cremers 2008); it 

exhibits fewer morphological idiosyncrasies than other inflectional morphemes; it is able to 

attach to other clitics; it is tense-invariant (Hoekstra & Smits 1998). In addition, the CA 

morpheme can license pro-drop, while the varieties under discussion are non-pro-drop 

languages, and (in contrast to agreement) it does not survive sluicing (Lobeck 1995). I conclude 

that an agreement analysis of the CA morpheme is not tenable, and analyse it as a doubled clitic.   

Analysis   I argue that the CA morpheme is a partial copy of the complex 

DP subject in the sense of Déchaine & Wiltschko (2002) (4) (cf. the analysis 

of clitic doubling in Flemish by van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen 2008). 

Based on properties of the clitic, including argument status and the 

availability of generic readings (Gruber 2017), I show that the clitic is a PhiP 

in Frisian and Bavarian, and a NP in S. Limburgian. The same diagnostics 

show that the subject pronouns that are doubled in (1-3) are DPs.  

Only when the subject is a DP can a focus particle intervene between the 
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complementizer and the subject. If so, constituency tests show that the focus particle forms a 

constituent with the subject. All focus particles that exhibit this behavior are phrasal (Barbiers 

2010). My analysis of this is that the focus particle is in the Spec of an extra functional 

projection FP on top of the DP subject. 

To account for the varying intervention effects on CA, I make the following assumptions: (i) 

there is a ban on Comp-to-Spec movement due to anti-locality (Abels 2003); (ii) subjects in 

SpecTP, but not VP-internal subjects, are islands for extraction (Merchant 2001); (iii) clitic 

doubling is triggered by a Probe on C (cf. Preminger 2009). The different patterns of CA are 

derived as follows. In Frisian clauses without a focus particle in SpecFP, the clitic moves to 

SpecFP. Both the clitic and the full DP are spelled out. When there is a focus particle in SpecFP, 

the clitic competes for the same position with it (5); the clitic cannot move to SpecDP because 

of *Comp-to-Spec, and the clitic cannot move out because the subject is an island. Because one 

position cannot host two elements, the structure becomes ungrammatical. In S. Limburgian 

clauses without a focus particle in SpecFP, the clitic moves to either SpecFP or SpecDP, and 

both the clitic and the DP subject are realized. When the subject is modified by a focus particle, 

the clitic cannot move to SpecFP; however, it can still move to SpecDP, since the S. Limburgian 

clitic is just an NP, and movement to SpecDP does not violate *Comp-to-Spec (6). This derives 

the word order C-focus particle-CA morpheme-subject. The clitic cannot move out of the 

subject (across the focus particle) because the subject is an island for extraction. In Bavarian, 

as in other varieties of German, subjects are allowed to stay inside VP (Diesing 1992). When a 

focus particle attaches to the subject, the clitic cannot move to SpecFP (because this position is 

taken by the focus particle), or to SpecDP (as this would violate *Comp-to-Spec). However, 

the subject is allowed to stay in the VP and, in that case, is not an island, allowing the clitic to 

move out of it (7). The clitic targets the trigger for doubling, the Probe on C, leading to the 

word order C-CA morpheme-focus particle-subject. 

Conclusion   This paper argues for a clitic doubling analysis of CA in West-Germanic. The 

analysis accounts in a uniform way for novel data that are not compatible with Agree-based or 

PF approaches to CA. It shows that variation in CA is syntactic, and due to independent 

properties of the languages under discussion, such as their pronominal inventory, and derived 

islandhood of arguments. These results show that arguments based on CA to define properties 

of Agree (e.g. van Koppen 2005) or PF alternations (e.g. Weisser 2019) cannot be held up.  
References   Abels (2003) Successive cyclicity, anti-locality, and adposition stranding. UConn dissertation; Ackema & 

Neeleman (2004) Beyond morphology. OUP; Barbiers (2010) Focus particle doubling. Structure preserved; Déchaine & 

Wiltschko (2002) Decomposing pronouns. LI; de Haan (2010) Complementizer agreement. Studies in West-Frisian grammar; 

Diesing (1992) Indefinites. LI monograph; Fuss (2008) Multiple agreement and the representation of inflection in the C-domain. 

Linguistische Berichte; Fuss (2014) Complementizer agreement (in Bavarian). Bavarian syntax; Gruber (2017) Temporal and 

a-temporal uses of ‘you’. JCGL; Hoekstra & Smits (1998) Everything you always wanted to know about complementizer 

agreement. Proceedings of WECOL; Lobeck (1995) Ellipsis. OUP; Merchant (2001) The syntax of silence. OUP; Nevins (2011) 

Multiple Agree with clitics. NLLT; Preminger (2009) Breaking agreements. LI; van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen (2008) 

Pronominal doubling in Dutch dialects. Microvariation in syntactic doubling; van Koppen (2005) One Probe, two Goals. LOT 

dissertation; van Koppen & Cremers (2008) Boolean agreement in Tegelen Dutch. Lingua; Weisser (2019) Telling allomorphy 

from agreement. Glossa; Zwicky & Pullum (1983) Cliticization vs. inflection. Language. 
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Only syntactic movement will do: Morphosyntactic variation in Galician and Icelandic 
Goal: In this investigation, I compare two syntactic clitic variations, determiner clitics in 
Galician and the nominative subject pronoun du in Icelandic, and show that they may only 
surface due to movement in the narrow syntax. Furthermore, I provide evidence that shows both 
clitic phenomena adhere to the same derivational constraints and may not be accounted for post-
syntactically: a) both must be string adjacent to the verb cluster; b) both must be in the same 
phase as the verb; & c) both may only cliticize to certain functional elements. 
Data: For Icelandic, 2nd- and 3rd-person singular pronouns (þú ‘you’; hann ‘he’ & hún ‘she’) 
show phonologically reduced forms (du/u; ‘ann & ún); however, only du, what Sigurðsson & 
Wood (2019) (henceforth S&W) refer to as a syntactic clitic, shows syntactic constraints, whilst 
‘ann and ún are simple phonological reductions that may arise in any syntactic situation. The 
variant du, therefore, may only cliticize onto a finite or imperative verb (1), (cf. ‘ann and ún (2)). 
 (1) a.  Sem-du  ljóð fyrir kærustuna   þína ‘Write a poem for your sweetheart.’ 
  compose-you poem for  the.sweetheart your 
 b. Lagið  sem-þú/*sem-du söngst fyrir kærustuna  þína er mjög fallegt 
  the.song COMP-you  sang for  the.sweetheart your is very beautiful 
  ‘The song that you sang for your sweetheart is really beautiful.’ 
(2) a. Lagið  sem’ún  söngst fyrir kærustuna  sinn er mjög fallegt 
  the.song COMP-she sang for  the.sweetheart her  is very beautiful 
 b. Ég hélt   að’ann   væri farinn.  ‘I thought that he was gone.’ 
  I thought COMP-he  was gone 
Dative-nominative constructions best show the locality constraints of du: It arises with 
symmetric verbs (henta ‘suit’), which permit either the dative or nominative argument to precede 
the other (3a), but not with asymmetric verbs (líka ‘like’), which do not permit the nominative 
argument to precede the dative (3b). This is explained subsequently in terms of locality. 
(3) a. Ef  þú  ert eldri en  30 ára,  þá  hentar-du  okkur ekki. 
  if you are older than 30 years then suit-youNOM usDAT not 
  ‘If you are older than 30, then you do not suit us.’ 
 b. *Ef  þessum yfirmanni líkar-du,  þá  ræður hann þig 
  if  thisDAT  bossDAT likes-youNOM then hires he  you 
  ‘If this boss likes you, then he will hire you.’ 
For Galician, 3rd person accusative clitics and definite determiners share not one but two 
paradigms referred to as ‘first forms’ (o, os, a, as) and suppletive ‘second forms’ (lo, los, la, las). 
In both accusative clitics (4) and determiner clitics (5), the second form is triggered and cliticizes 
onto a verbal host whose inflection ends in –s or –r or a plural dative clitic (nos, vos, lles) 
(Freixeiro 2006). They may not, however, cliticize onto any preceding word (adverbs, 
conjunctions, other nouns, etc.) (6a) or verbs with which it shares no Case or φ-set (6b). 
(4) a. *Comemos  o    à Comémo-lo     ‘We eat it’ 
  eat.1PL  CLMASC.SG  eat.1PL- CLMASC.SG 
 b.  *Fíxo-lles     o   à Fíxo-lle-lo     ‘She did it for them’ 
  make.3SG-CLDAT.PL CLMASC.SG make.3SG-CLDAT.PL-CLMASC.SG 
(5) a. Xantades  as    vieiras à  Xantáde-las   vieiras   ‘You eat the scallops’ 
  eat.2PL CLFEM.PL scallops eat.2PL-CLFEM.PL scallops 
 b. Obedéce-lles    a    nena àObedéce-lle-la     nena  
  obey.3SG-CLDAT.3PL CLFEM.SG girl  obey.3SG-CLDAT.3PL-CLFEM.SG girl 
  ‘The girl obeys them’ 



(6) a. Non me   peta  moito, mais a/*mai-la angueira  paga  ben 
       NEG CLDAT.1SG hit.3SG much but  CLFEM.SG job   pay.3SG  well 
  ‘I don’t like it, but the gig pays well.’ 
 b. Fixemos  cantar  os/*canta-los dous a Xabier    ‘Us two made Xabier sing.’ 
       do.1PL   sing.INF CL.MASC.PL  two to Xabier 
Theory: Using the symmetric/asymmetric verb examples in (3), S&W claim the following: 
Following McGinnis’ (2008) observations that Appl is a phase head and Den Dikken’s (2007) 
that movement of Appl to v extends the phase, du in (3a) is shifted to [Spec, vP] (5a) and 
cliticizes to the symmetric verb high in the structure; however, the inability of du to cliticize onto 
the asymmetric verb in (3b) is due to it being the complement of said phase head (5b), requiring 
du to be not only in the same clause but the same phase as the verb.  
(5) a. [VoiceP [Voice [vP DPNOMi [v Applj-v |TRANSFER| [ApplP DPDAT [Appl (tj) [(ti) ]]]]]] 
 b. [VoiceP [Voice [vP [v [ApplP DPDAT [Appl |TRANSFER| [DPNOM ]]]]]] 
Galician determiner clitics show the same phasal requirements. Following Raposo & Uriagereka 
(2005) that clitics in Galician move to an ‘active’ left-peripheral head f and Fernández-Rubiera 
(2013) that f is a phase head, I claim determiner clitics must raise to f to meet locality constraints 
for cliticization. Author (2019) showed this by the ungrammaticality that arises when 
determiners cliticize to [V+CLACC], the result of a Distinctness violation (Richards 2010) of Case 
(6a). When determiners do not raise but remain in the DP they head, no violation arises (6b). 
(6a) a. *[FP [F f [T asustaron[Case: ACC] [Case: NOM] [os[Case: ACC][os[Case: ___] |Transfer| [TP [ t(T) …]]]]] 

 b. [FP [F f [T Asustaron [os]]] |Transfer| [TP t(T) [vP t(os) [vP os golpes…] 
 *Austáron-o-los golpes / Asustáron-os os golpes  ‘The foxes scared them’ 

As mentioned, both phenomena also adhere to specific hosts for their cliticization, what 
Uriagereka (1996) described as structural governors. Gravely & Gupton (in press) defined this in 
minimalist terms as heads in a string-adjacent relationship that c-command the clitic and with 
which the clitic shares Case and/or φ-features. Although there are particularities for each 
phenomenon as to what constitutes a structural governor, work done on cliticization in Galician 
mentioned above shows that the second forms arise neither in accusative nor determiner clitics 
without a strict head-adjacent relationship, which I claim is the same for Icelandic du based on 
the theory proposed by S&W. These authors propose that du moves to a high clitic position 
(ClhP; Wood 2015), which is immediately c-commanded by the verb in Fin, the lowest head in 
an expanded CP (7; cf. 3a). Gupton (2014) claimed that Fin and f are the same projection, which 
would technically put the Icelandic verb cluster and du in distinct phases if f is a phase in 
Icelandic. I claim that both cliticization patterns may be united under the same process and in the 
same projection (Fin/f ), and that du moves as a Dº, just like clitics in Romance (8; cf. 5a). 
(7) [XP þá [FinP [Fin hentar [ClhP [Clh du [TP … ]]]]] 
(8) [FP [F f [T Xantades [asi ]] [TP [ t(T) [vP [DP ti vieiras]…]]]]] 
I have shown the Icelandic and Galician phenomena have clear narrow-syntax constraints which 
cannot be accounted for at PF. This offers further corroboration for the notion of morphological 
effects traditionally thought of as occurring at PF being, in fact, syntactic phenomena (cf. 
Preminger 2014, 2019). I have also offered theoretical evidence that shows these phenomena 
may occur in the same projection, giving thought to cliticization sites cross-linguistically. 
Selected references: Author. 2019. Ditropic cliticization, object shift, and phases: Post-verbal 
subjects in Galician. Talk given at LSRL, 2 May 2019. University of Georgia, USA. Richards, 
N. 2010. Uttering Trees. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. Sigurðsson, E. & J. Wood. 2019. Cyclic 
cliticization in Icelandic. Nordic Journal of Linguistics 42, 111-127. 
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Morphological evidence for syntactic information structural features
The debate. Topic- and focus-features are widely assumed in the Cartographic enterprise
(e.g. Rizzi 1997) and elsewhere, resulting in a picture of information structural movement to
Spec-CP driven by specific features of that head, as in (1) below. Evidence in favor of such
features includes a consistent form-meaning pairing: e.g., topicalization in many languages
is an Ā-movement operation where the moved phrase has topical properties; and Relativized
Minimality effects (e.g. Rizzi 1990). Others have argued against the existence of topic- and
focus-features. Theoretically, such features have been argued to violate Chomsky’s (1995)

(1) Information structure features
a. [CP DP𝑖 C[Top] [ … 𝑖 … ]]
b. [CP DP𝑖 C[Foc] [ … 𝑖 … ]]

Inclusiveness condition, on the assumption that
information structure can only be computed after
narrow syntax. Empirically, topic and focus have
been argued to exhibit properties not indicative

of movement-driving features, such as the apparent optionality of topicalization and focus-
movement in context, and an often large set of possible landing sites without interpretive
difference (cf. Neeleman & van de Koot 2008; Hamlaoui & Szendrői 2015). Alternative analy-
ses hold that topic- and focus-features are absent from the narrow syntax. One family of

(2) Unified analysis
[CP DP𝑖 C[EF] [ … 𝑖 … ]]

accounts holds that movement is driven only by an
edge- or EPP-feature (henceforth, [EF]), and differ-
ent meanings arise from subsequent pragmatic inter-

pretation (cf. Chomsky’s (2008) Discourse-/D-effect). Thus, there is a unification of Ā-
movement operations into a single type of dependency driven by [EF], as shown in (2).
Our claim. Wedraw on crosslinguistic evidence to show thatmorphological operationsmust
make reference to information structural features (henceforth IS-features) in the syntax, sup-
porting (1) over (2). We show that only (1) is tenable given two widely adopted and indepen-
dently supported theoretical assumptions: (i) narrow syntax feeds both (morpho)phonology
and semantics, and these two stages of the derivation are strongly modular and (ii) a late
insertion model of morphology (e.g. DM: Halle & Marantz 1993), in which narrow syntax ma-
nipulates abstract bundles of features and morphology pairs those features with exponents.
Complementizer form in Gbe. Gbe languages such as Gungbe distinguish between the
form of complementizers with topics in their specifier position and those with foci, (3). Aboh
(2004, 2010, a.o.) has argued that this observation necessitates syntactic IS-features.
(3) Ùn

1sg
sè
hear

ɖɔ̀
comp

[ Súrù
Suru

yà
top

[ lɛśì
rice

lɔ́
det[deixis]

wɛ̀
foc

[ é
3sg

ɖà
cook

gànjí
well

] ] ].

‘I heard that, as for Suru, he cooked the rice really well.’ Gungbe
(Aboh & Essegbey 2010: (53))

If there is only one kind of Ā-movement triggering head in the narrow syntax in Gungbe
(C[EF], above) then there should be no difference between yà/wɛ.̀ Minimally, the morphology
must be able to refer to some kind of featural distinction between the two, as in (4). The crucial
point here is that in a model of morphology in which difference in form results from difference
in featural composition, by differentiating two types of Ā-movement driving features we can

(4) a. C[Top] ↔ yà
b. C[Foc] ↔ wɛ̀

capture the difference in morphological form.
Complementizer agreement in Dinka. A similar argument
comes from complementizer agreement in Dinka. As argued

extensively by van Urk (2015), movement to Spec-CP in Dinka is accompanied by𝜑-agreement
on C. However, topic and focus movement trigger different paradigms of agreement: topics
for person and number (5) and foci for number (6). Here, we follow Baier (2018) in analyzing
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(5) Topic agreement (past)
sg pl

1/2 é- é̤-kè-
3 é- áa-kè-

(6) Focus agreement (past)
sg pl

1/2 é̤- é̤-kè-
3 é̤- é̤-kè-

the lack of person agreementwith foci as an anti-agreement
effect. Baier proposes that C always agrees for person and
number in Dinka, but the presence of certain Ā-features on
that head triggers impoverishment of person. Thus, in Dinka,
the impoverishment rule on C must be sensitive to two differ-
ent kinds of IS-feature: (5) results when the moving DP is a
topic, (6) when it is a focus. Evidence from long-distance top-
icalization further supports this analysis. In (7), intermediate
C agrees using the paradigm in (6), and not the paradigm in
(5). Crucially, van Urk argues that (7) results from actual long
movement, and notmovement of a lower operator to the edge

of the embedded CP plus merger of a topic in the matrix Spec-CP.
(7) Wɔ̂ɔk𝑖

we
Ø-yí̤i
1/2-aux

Bôl
Bol

ké
3pl

luêeel
say

[CP è̤
C

𝑖 é̤-kè -lɛɛ́t
past-3pl-insult

Áyèn
Ayen

ké
3pl

].

‘Us, Bol says Ayen was insulting (van Urk 2015: 135)
If this is the case, the lack of agreement in (7) must be the same morphological rule that
produces (6), albeit with a different trigger. An account of A’-movement in terms of a general
edge feature would not be able to account for this difference.
Object agreement in Tundra Nenets. Transitive verbs in Tundra Nenets may be inflected
for object agreement for number (singular, dual, and plural). Not all objects are able to con-
trol object agreement; the distribution of object agreement depends on lexical and semantic
factors, including, crucially for our purposes here, the information structural role of the ob-
ject (Nikolaeva 2014). Topics must control object agreement (8), while three classes of objects
never control object agreement: wh-phrases (9); phrases marked with the focus -r’i ‘only’ (10);
and focussed DPs in contrastive or answer-to-question contexts, not shown here.
(8) Wera-m

Wera-acc
xībʹa
who

lad°ə-da?
hit-3sg>sg.obj

‘Who hit Weratop?’ (Nikolaeva 2014: 204–208)
(9) ŋəmke-m

what-acc
taxabta°(*-da)?
break(-3sg>sg.obj)

‘Whatfoc did he break?’

(10) Wera-rʹi-m
Wera-lim-acc

ladə°(*-da)
hit(-3sg>sg.obj)

‘He only hit Werafoc.’

(11) [ Wera-h
Wera-gen

xībʹa-m
who-acc

me-wa-h
take-impf.an-gen

] yun°-m
news-acc

ŋəmt°-sa-r°?
hear-inter-2sg>sg.obj

‘You heard the news that Wera had married whom?’ (Nikolaeva 2014: 313)
Furthermore, topics and foci condition object agreement in situ. Wh-phrases, e.g., remain in
situ: they do not undergo Ā-movement, and they can be interpreted as matrix questions inside
syntactic islands (11). These data show that IS can affect the form of agreement even in the
absence of movement. Whether topic triggers full agreement in this case or focus triggers
anti-agreement, an IS-feature distinction must be made.
Implications. These three case studies show that morphology must be able to make refer-
ence to IS-features. Assuming a model in which narrow syntax feeds semantics/morphology,
and in which these later modules do not communicate, it follows that IS-features must be
present in narrow syntax. Further, such a model allows for a restrictive theory of the crosslin-
guistic variation we have seen above. Syntax has a (perhaps invariable) set of IS-related fea-
tures, and variation is rooted in the way these features are manipulated by the morphology.
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A syntactic approach to the variation in the expression of indefiniteness, (anti-)specificity 
and partitivity in Romance 
1. In Romance (R), indefiniteness, specificity and partitivity are expressed in different ways: 
(1)  Indefiniteness 
       a. Ho  visto   (dei) ragazzi.    [I]   
          have  seen  dei    children 
     ‘I saw children.’ 

 
b. Eu  vi    meninos.           [BP] 
    I  saw  children 
    ‘I saw children.’ 

(2) Specificity 
      a. Ho   visto  dei  ragazzi.     [I]  
       have  seen dei children 
          ‘I saw some children.’ 

 
b. Eu vi    uns   meninos.        [BP] 
   I   saw  some children 
   ‘I saw some children.’ 

(3) Anti-specificity 
     a.  Ho   visto  alcuni  ragazzi.    [I] 
    have  seen some     children 
     ‘I saw some children.’ 

 
b.  Eu vi     alguns meninos.      [BP] 
  I   saw some  children 
  ‘I saw some children.’ 

(4) Partitivity 
      a. Ho   visto  alcuni  dei    ragazzi.[I]
      have  seen some   of.the children 
         ‘I saw some of the children.’ 

 
b.  Eu vi    alguns  dos   meninos. [BP] 
  I  saw  some  of.the  children 
  ‘I saw some of the children.’ 

Note that (1) to (4) contain plural expressions in I(talian) (some exs. come from Cardinaletti & 
Giusti 2016) and B(razilian) P(ortuguese). The semantic literature has been very active on these 
topics. Still, to our knowledge, a common analysis that accounts for how these different 
meanings as syntactically constrained has not yet been provided. In this paper, we present a 
syntactically-driven analysis that proposes that the availability of the indefiniteness, (anti-
)specificity and partitivity readings in R can be derived in a compositional way. 
2. We assume, following Cyrino and Espinal (2019), that within the nominal domain, by 
default, the PLURALIZER in R is syntactically adjoined to D (i.e., a categorized d root) and is 
syntactically opaque; hence, the newly formed object has the same label as its host (D) (5). 
(5) [D PLURALIZER D]   
In our proposal, indefinite expressions as (1) are derived by adjoining an operator DE to the 
structure in (5), as in (6), which shifts a definite reading of the pluralized nominal to an 
indefinite one, and introduces a type-shifting from <e> to <e,t> type expressions. 
(6) [D DE [D [iPLURALIZER: PL] Ddef ]]] 
This operator can be overtly or covertly instantiated at the time of vocabulary insertion (des/de 
in F(rench), dei/di in I, and bare plurals in BP, C(atalan) and S(panish)) (Nevins 2012). In our 
presentation we will address the fact that an overt de conveying indefiniteness can also precede 
definite mass nouns in F and I (Cardinaletti & Giusti 2018). 
3. Quantificational specificity (expressed by un(s), among other quantifiers) is obtained by 
postulating a quantifier (Q) that is inherently specific (e.g., certains in F, cierto in S, un in R) 
or non-specific (e.g., plusieurs in F, varios in S), which selects a DE-phrase (7) and turns an 
<e,t> type  expression into a generalized quantifier of type <<e,t>t>. 
(7) [Q  Q [D DE [D [iPLURALIZER: ] Ddef ]]] 
Note that the Q head hosts determiners/quantifiers that can also be modified by a PLURALIZER, 
in such a way that their singular and plural number marking is guaranteed. 
4. The anti-specificity reading (associated with alcuni (I) / algun(o)s (BP, C, S); Giannakidou 
& Quer 2013, Etxeberria & Giannakidou 2017 / quelques (F)) is derived by adjoining an 
abstract operator ALG that introduces referential vagueness and an anti-singleton function to 
this quantifier (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2011). In other words, this operator turns a 
closed set onto an open set of entities, and type-shifts a generalized quantifier into a modified 
generalized quantifier (type <<<e,t>t>,<<e,t>t>>). 
(8) [Q ALG [Q [iPLURALIZER: {SG, PL}] [Q Q [D DE [D [iPLURALIZER: ] Ddef ]]]] 
5. Finally, partitivity is analyzed as a part (QP) – whole (plural definite DP) bi-relational 
structure whose head is an abstract RELATOR (spelled-out by de) in the languages we investigate.  



(9) [RP QP [R RELATOR [DP [D [iPLURALIZER: PL] Ddef] [NP]]]] 
6. We highlight that the role of the operator DE with respect to definiteness is parallel to the role 
of ALG with respect to specificity; in other words, whereas indefiniteness builds on definiteness, 
anti-specificity builds on specificity. This is a desirable result since the existence of operators 
that apply to certain structures and have the effect of cancelling certain properties have also 
parallels in the verbal domain (see Kratzer 2002, who postulates that a TELIC operator creates 
telic predicates in interaction with the lexical meanings of atelic verb stems). The output of our 
analysis is an indefiniteness hierarchy that is syntactically grounded. 
7.  We present some of the many empirical and theoretical arguments that support our proposal.  
(i) Fronted indefinite expressions (10) and Clitic Left Dislocations (11) must be accompanied 
by de (in languages as C, I and F: 
(10)a. De bisbes,  en van  assistir diversos. 
      de bishops en past attend  several   
         ‘Bishops, several of them attended.’ 

b. (Di) ragazzi  Gianni ne   ha    visti.  
    de    boys    Gianni ne   has  seen  
   ‘Boys, Gianni saw some.’ 

(11)a. De galetes,  en Joan n’ha menjat cinc.
     de biscuits D Joan en.has  eaten  five 
      ‘Biscuits, Gianni ate five. 

b.  Des biscuits, Jean  n’a      mangé cinq.   
  des biscuits  Jean en.has eaten  five 
    ‘Biscuits, Jean ate five. 

(ii) When full quantified indefinites (with an overt or a covert Q) are topicalized, accusative 
definite clitics must be used, as illustrated in (12) for C and I, showing their specificity value. 

(12) a. Unes galetes  de llimona, en Joan    
           some biscuits of lemon  D Joan   
           les/*n’   ha menjades 
           them/en has eaten 
         [unes [de  galetes   de  llimona]] 
            some  de  biscuits   of lemon 

b. Dei biscotti,  Gianni li/*ne   ha mangiati  
   dei  biscuits   Gianni them/ne has eaten  
    [Q [dei biscotti]]  
          dei biscuits 
 

(iii) The two types of indefinites in (13) cannot be coordinated (Ihsane 2008) because, whereas 
the former has an indefinite reading (6), the latter corresponds to a partitive expression (9): 
(13) a. beaucoup de  cigarettes         
        many    de cigarretes                                                       

b. beaucoup des     cigarettes  
  many     of.the.pl  cigarretes        

(iv) De- is not a partitive article (cf. Chierchia 1998, Arsenijevic 2006, Carlier 2007, Zamparelli 
2008, a.o.; and in support of Kayne 1977, Delfitto 1993, Storto 2003, Ihsane 2005, C&G 2016). 
If de- were an article, (14a) should be grammatical, since articles can precede cardinals, (14b).  
(14)a. *Dei dieci  ragazzi  sono  arrivati.  
     dei  ten    boys   are    arrived 
 

b. Sono  arrivati  i    dieci  ragazzi. 
  are    arrived  the  ten  boys 
  ‘The ten boys arrived.’ 

(v) Un is not an (indefinite) article either, but an existential quantifier (Dobrovie-Sorin and 
Beyssade 2012; a.o.). If it were an article, it should show scopelessness, but un may have wide 
and narrow scope with respect to other quantifiers and operators. Furthermore, if un were an 
article, it should be excluded from the specifier position of overt partitive indefinites. However, 
unlike the definite article and similar to other quantifier expressions, un is allowed in such a 
position. 
8. Although an indefiniteness hierarchy has been postulated in the semantic literature (Martí 
2008, 2009) to account for the various meanings of indefinite expressions, we emphasize that 
our syntactically-driven analysis provides a more comprehensive understanding of the 
compositionality that indefinite expressions have at the syntax-semantics interface. We support 
the view that variation is at syntax and at the time of Allomorph Selection (i.e., Vocabulary 
Insertion) (Nevins 2012). 
Selected References: Cardinaletti, A. & G. Giusti. 2016. The syntax of the Italian indefinite 
determiner dei. Lingua 181: 58-80. Cyrino, S. & M.T. Espinal. 2019. On the syntax of Number in 
Romance. Studia Lingüística, https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/stul.12123. Dobrovie-
Sorin, C. & Beyssade, C. 2012. Redefining indefinites. Dordrecht, Springer. Den Dikken, M. 2006. 
Relators and linkers. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. Nevins, A. 2012. Haplological dissimilation at 
distinct stages of exponence. In Jochen Trommer (ed.), The Morphology and Phonology of Exponence, 
84–116. Oxford: Oxford University Press.  
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PF-identity is not syntactic identity 

The paper deals with microvariation in indefinite determiner doubling (IDD) in some southern 

German dialects1 (Bavarian and Alemannic) of the type given in (1): 

(1) a. % ein ganz ein lieber Mensch  

        a     completely a nice person  

b- % ein so ein lieber Mensch 

          a such a   nice person 

Although attested in both variants, it will be shown that the doubling in Bavarian and in 

Alemannic are entirely different in nature, i.e. the PF-realization looks at first sight the same in 

both variants – but underlyingly there is a parametric difference. This difference will be 

captured by assuming an identical semanto-syntactic structure for all variants but with different 

functional specifications of the respective lexical item, i.e. the indefinite determiner.  

Background: determiner doubling (of both, indefinite and definite ones) is attested in many 

Germanic languages, Julien (2002) and has led to fine grained analyses of the DP involving 

several layers or D-recursion. Roehrs (2019) suggests two different D-positions, explicitly 

connected to the different readings of the definite determiner (ranging from deictic to merely 

situational identification). Vikner & Wood (2013) propose for IDD that one of the Dets is 

situated in Number while the higher one is in D. Thus for indefinite as well as definite articles, 

various – independently motivated positions have been exploited to account for doubling 

effects.  

The data2 – and specifically their areal distribution suggest an even finer grained distinction 

between versions of the indefinite determiner (ID), namely that between a partitive reading of 

the ID and individualization. The two can be distinguished in that only if individualization is at 

stake, a pronoun can anaphorically refer to the entity whereas DPs with the partitive reading 

allow only a partitive pronoun. Alemannic will be shown to have an ID in its lexicon that 

comprises the two features (in the spirit of Roehr’s analysis of the definite determiner) whereas 

Bavarian features a version of the ID that may also realize merely partition. The first piece of 

evidence is the possibility of IDs to occur with mass nouns in Bavarian of the type I brauch a 

geld (I need a money). Although this possibility is spreading to Alemannic in the neighboring 

areas to Bavaria – as will be illustrated – a large part of Alemannic resists this usage. This will 

be bolstered by data from further relevant environments that have been dubbed as doubling as 

in a weng a wasser (a bit of water) where the lower ID is rejected – in contrast to Bavarian 

dialect. These cases will be shown to not involve doubling at all since the higher ID is part of 

the weak quantifier a weng (just as in a lot, a bit etc. in English). However, these constructions 

are important as they build kind of a ‘model’ for the spreading of IDD. A second piece of 

evidence is based on interpretational data: speakers that have the partition usage can use the ID 

in an expression like I would like a fish for supper even if the expression refers only to e.g. a 

fish soup. This reading is excluded for the other speakers. Concerning the examples in (1), I 

will bolster a claim made by Richner-Steiner (2011), who suggests that with the equative 

particle so, the seemingly doubling is due to a ‘mis-analysis’ of this particle: in some parts of 

Alemannic, this particle occurs as əso, which is a reduced form of all-so, i.e. an emphatic 

version of the equative particle. The schwa at the beginning was re-(or mis-) analyzed as the 

                                                           
1 http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/runde-5/f19a-c/ 
2 The data to be discussed in this paper were gathered in a large scale project on Alemannic dialect syntax (2011-

16) in which up to 1000 informants were consulted via written questionnaires. The area covered contains 

Germany, Switzerland, parts of Austria and France (Alsace).  



ID; given that it is form-identical with the feminine and neuter form per se – and with n-drop 

(a regular phonological process in Alemannic) also with masculine. Together with the weak 

quantifiers of the type a weng, mentioned above, ‘doubling’ as an overgeneralization is a 

plausible scenario – as the surface pattern exists already. Areal patterns confirm this scenario: 

in a certain region in Switzerland, the form əso as an equative particle outside of a DP is 

produced actively (in translations tasks). And the judgment results for (1b)-like constructions 

with the highest acceptance rates are found exactly in this area – with some further spreading 

to the surrounding area. This latter difference is a consequence of the different tasks. 

Furthermore, as Richner-Steiner (2011) shows, Alemannic speakers overgeneralize this pattern 

in that they produce it even with degree particles like sehr (very) – which is categorically 

rejected by Bavarian speakers. As a last point, if the ’higher’ ID is accepted at all, it occurs 

preferably in an uninflected form, i.e. as a schwa, although the ‘lower’ one bears e.g. overt case-

marking. This last fact shows - in addition to the plausibility of the over-generalization scenario 

- that it is the ‘lower’ ID which is the syntactically active one.  

Analysis: Based on Borer (2005) and further developments in Hachem (2015), it will be argued 

that the data can be captured best if the Div(ision)-head is split up in two heads: the lowest one 

for (situational) partitivity which occurs with mass nouns in stage-level predicates. In its 

specifier, weak quantifiers of the a weng-type may occur, as these denote only subsets. The 

situation is different with so-constructions. The equative particle induces a sub-kind reading, 

and sub-kinds are conceived of as individuals, Carlson (1977). For this reason, the ‘lower’ ID 

shows up in Alemannic (and in Standard German and English) in these constructions as well, 

even with mass nouns, cf. so ein Wein (such a wine) since it occupies the individualization head.  

The ‘higher’ ID occurs then due to the over-generalization process as described above.  

The situation is different in Bavarian: due to the fact that the ID is a lexical item that may solely 

spell-out the partition-head, the individualizing head (if present) is in addition overtly 

lexicalized (by a second version of the ID). This is possible, as individualization semantically 

entails partition (an individual is always also a subset – but not the other way round). Evidence 

for this claim comes from the fact that in Bavarian, both IDs may inflect for case and phi-

features in a parallel way – in contrast to Alemannic. This explains that in Bavarian IDD is not 

possible with degree-elements like sehr as these occur with adjectives which in turn induce only 

a sub-part reading and not a sub-kind one. In addition, contrary to what is often claimed in the 

literature, cf. Kalluli & Rothmayr (2008), the doubling does not necessarily induce a special 

emphatic reading, confining it thus to morpho-syntax proper and not to some even higher 

functional heads, e.g. focus, contra Corver & van Koppen (2006).   

Consequences: Assuming that the underlying syntactic structure is uniform across languages, 

with an identical sequence of functional heads, variation can successfully be captured in the 

lexicon, cf. the Borer-Chomsky conjecture. But the discussion has shown that – although this 

general approach can and should be upheld - PF-identical (or nearly identical) outcomes are 

worth to examine more closely in order to get a better understanding where the variation has to 

be located.  

(selected) References: Corver, N., & van Koppen, M. (2006). A focus projection in the left periphery of DP: 

evidence from noun ellipsis. Handout from Edges in Syntax: Cyprus College; Hachem, M. (2015); 

Multifunctionality: The internal and external syntax of d-and w-items in German and Dutch. Utrecht University; 
Richner-Steiner, J. (2011). E ganz e liebi Frau. Zu den Stellungsvarianten in der adverbiell erweiterten 

Nominalphrase im Schweizerdeutschen. Eine dialektologische Untersuchung mit quantitativ-geographischem 

Fokus (Doctoral dissertation, Dissertation, Universität Zürich); Roehrs, D. (2019). Three Typological 

Differences Between the North and the West Germanic DPs. Journal of Germanic Linguistics, 31(4), 363-408. 
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Multiple loci of variation: A case study of negative concord in English varieties 

This paper presents data concerning variable negative concord (NC) across English dialects, 
arguing that the complex data we find cannot be due to variation in syntax or variation in PF 
alone, but rather can only be derived if there is variation in both syntax and PF. A new analysis 
of NC is presented which builds in this possibility for variation.  
NC variability. There are three main ways in which NC varies in English: 
Variation in syntax: Across dialects, there is variation in the different syntactic configurations 
that allow NC. Within one dialect, there is variation in the usage of one variant over another. 
Item based variation: Previous research on NC provides percentages on rates of NC usage, but in 
fact individual NPIs and Negative Concord Items (NCIs) vary at different rates. For example, 
across spontaneous speech in the British National Corpus (BNC), Anderwald (2005:120) found 
221 tokens of the NC pair n’t...nothing but only 12 tokens of the pair n’t...nobody.  
Sociolinguistic variation: Rates of NC usage can vary based on extra-linguistic factors such as 
age, gender, socioeconomic status, and speaking style. 
Data. The data under consideration comes from a number of UK and US dialects, such as Scots 
(Smith 2001, Smith et al. 2019), Cross-UK colloquial data (Tubau 2016), Southern American 
English (SAE) (Feagin 1979), Appalachian English (AppE) (Blanchette 2015), and African 
American Language (AAL) (Labov 1972, Weldon 1994, Martin & Wolfram 1998).  
Analysis . We present a new theory of NC which combines components of the movement-based 
theory of Blanchette (2015, B15) with certain features of the Agree-based theory of Zeijlstra 
(2004). We follow B15 in deriving NC dependencies with movement. On our analysis, the 
mover is a NegP which merges in the specifier of the lowest negative element (e.g. an NPI/NCI) 
and then raises to a higher scope position, typically in the spec of the ΣP just below T. This NegP 
conditions the form of the head whose specifier it occupies by agreement; that is, the head bears 
a uPol feature which is valued by the NegP by Agree, and this agreement results in the relevant 
NCI form of the head: no if it is D, n’t if it is Σ. Thus an example like (1a) is derived as in (1b). 
(1) a. I didn’t see nobody.  b. [TP subj T [ΣP NegPi [Σ‘ Σ [VP V [DP <NegPi> ] [D’ D[Pol:NEG] [body]] ]]] 
Under this analysis, variability in syntax is understood as the presence or absence of a head or a 
feature in either the syntactic inventory of a dialect, or in a derivation within one dialect. 
Variability in PF is derived from grammars that compete to Spell Out a given syntactic node 
(Embick 2008). Thus, in (1b) there are two grammars competing to Spell Out the D head: one 
grammar Spells Out D[Pol:NEG] as any  under certain licensing conditions, and no otherwise. The 
other grammar invariably Spells Out D[Pol:NEG] as no . These grammars each occur with probability 
P, which learners acquire on the basis of input, and which can vary based on extra-linguistic 
factors such as social setting. The next two sections illustrate how this analysis accounts for the 
variation found in cross-dialectal NC data.  
NC variation in syntax. NC can occur in a number of different syntactic configurations, shown 



in (2)-(5). 
(2) Object NC:  I didn’t do nothing (3) Subject NC: Nobody couldn’t catch him 
(4) Negative Auxiliary Inversion (NAI): Couldn’t nobody catch him 
(5) Cross-clausal NC: I don't reckon there was no federal men back then (Blanchette 2015:82) 
However, not every dialect under consideration allows every configuration. We show that, for a 
given dialect, the set of configurations that allow NC follow an implicational hierarchy (6), 
where if a dialect allows one syntactic configuration in the hierarchy, it allows all the 
configurations to the right of it.  
(6) Implicational hierarchy of NC: Cross-clausal NC > NAI > Subject NC > Object NC 
We suggest that this hierarchy stems from the syntactic ecology of the dialects studied. For 
example, if a dialect has a negative C head as part of its inventory, it will allow Negative 
Auxiliary Inversion (analyzed as the attraction of Σ to C through T). The negative C head may 
also attract the NegP to SpecCP, allowing the NegP to raise out of the CP phase, and deriving 
cross-clausal NC. This negative C head may also explain the variation between the Subject NC 
and NAI within one dialect, which is down to whether or not the negative C head is merged into 
the derivation.  
NC variation in PF. Rates of any~no variation seem to be independent from the syntactic 
configuration in which they occur. There are plenty of attested examples of speakers switching 
between NCIs and NPIs in parallel syntactic and semantic conditions and within the same 
utterance, as (7) illustrates.  
(7) I didn't have no lice, and I didn't have any itch (Blanchette 2015:10)  
In some cases, we even find ‘mixed’ chains of NCIs and NPIs, in which it looks like a possible 
target of concord is ‘skipped’. 
(8) …but we never had any luck there neither.  (CBC podcast “Someone Knows Something”) 
The account proposed here analyzes these cases as competition at Spell Out between NPI 
grammars (that Spell Out an NPI under negation and NCI otherwise) and NCI grammars (that 
always Spell Out NCIs). Importantly, the independence of the negative elements allows for 
sensitivity to the head with the [uPol:NEG] feature (e.g. D or  Σ), as well as sensitivity to the root 
(e.g. √BODY or √THING). This allows this theory to capture the item-based variability found in 
corpus data (Anderwald 2005). In addition, the probability P with which the Spell Out grammars 
occur varies based on extra-linguistic factors. This allows us to account for the wide range of 
individual variation in NC usage. For example, one individual in Feagin’s (1979) study used 
45% NC in an interview setting, but 78% in an informal setting. 
Summary. The data supports an analysis of NC in English in which there is variation in both the 
syntax and PF. Under the account proposed here, the variation in syntax is due to the difference 
between the syntactic inventory of different English dialects, which explains the 
micro-parametric variations we see between dialects. After syntax, there is variation in the 
probability P that one Spell Out grammar will win the competition against another, with the 
grammars sensitive to internal linguistic constraints and P sensitive to extra-linguistic factors.  
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Rukiga augments and Greek articles: one analysis? 
The Bantu language Rukiga (JE14, Uganda) has augments (‘initial vowels’) not just on nouns 
but also on modifiers. Interestingly, on these modifiers, the augment is ‘optional’: 
(1) e-bi-muri (e)-bi-rungi (e)-bi-hango (e)bingi 

AUG-8-flower AUG-8-beautiful AUG-8-big AUG-8-many 
‘many (of the) big beautiful flowers’ 

As optionality is the least interesting hypothesis, our aims in this talk are  
1) to establish the precise interpretational contribution of the augment on 4 Rukiga modifiers; 
2) to examine the striking parallels to Greek polydefinites; 
3) to consider close apposition as the underlying structure (Lekakou & Szendrői 2012). 
Interpretation: The modifier’s augment cannot be captured as a marker of definiteness or 
specificity (contra Taylor 1985 and Asiimwe 2014). Instead, on the basis of systematic tests, 
we show that the presence of the augment results in a restrictive/subsective interpretation. On 
relative clauses, the augment distinguishes a restrictive from a non-restrictive meaning: 
(2) N-deeb-ir' é-í-zóób' (*é-)lí-ri hale.  [incompatible with unique referent] 
 1SG.SM-see-PFV AUG-5-sun AUG-5RM-be far 
 ‘I saw the sun, which is far.’ 
When used with adjectives, possessives, and quantifiers, the augment triggers alternatives on 
the level of the modifier. To illustrate, without the augment, (3) is interpreted as ‘unripe 
pineapples, perhaps as opposed to unripe bananas’, but with the augment, it is only felicitous 
in contrast with ripe pineapples, i.e., selecting a subsection of pineapples. 
(3) N-aa-gura e-nanaasi (e)-m-bisi. 

1SG.SM-N.PST-buy AUG-9.pineapple AUG-9-unripe 
‘I have bought a/the unripe pineapple.’ 

The quantifiers ‘some’ and ‘many’ must be interpreted as proper subsets with an augment, 
translated as ‘some of’ and ‘most of’ (but not all). As expected, the quantifier ‘all’ never 
occurs with an augment (no subset) and ‘other’ necessarily takes an augment (always subset). 
Greek polydefinites: There are striking structural as well as interpretational parallels between 
Rukiga augments on modifiers and Greek determiner spread on adjectives. Interpretationally, 
the presence of the second determiner in (4) results in an intersective reading of the adjective: 
the red bike (out of other bikes), exactly like the Rukiga augmented modifiers. 
(4) to kokino (to) podilato  

the.N.SG red.N.SG the.N.SG bike.N.SG  
‘the red bike’     Greek (Kolliakou 2004) 

Structurally, both the Greek determiner and the Rukiga augment are shown to be in D (but 
separate from a definiteness head), and in both languages the modifiers can be used 
pronominally only if the determiner/augment is present: 
(5) *(to) petrino (spiti) 
 the.N.SG stone.N.SG (house.N.SG) 
 ‘the stone one’  Greek (Lekakou & Szendröi 2012: 120) 
(6) *(e-)bi-hango / *(a-)ba-hango / *(e-)mi-hango 
 AUG-8-big  AUG-2-big  AUG-4-big 
 ‘the big ones’     Rukiga 
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(7) *(A-)ba-ingi ba-a-ij-a.  
 AUG-2-many 2SM-N.PST-come-FV 
 ‘Many (people) have come.’ Rukiga 
Close apposition: Lekakou & Szendröi (2012) propose a 
parallel with close apposition of nouns, such as ‘the word 
banana’ or ‘Kato the carpenter’. These consist of two merged 
DPs. The same structure is proposed for Greek determiner 
spread, but the second DP contains an adjective and an elided 
noun. For Rukiga, this analysis results in the tree structure as 
shown, roughly translatable as ‘the pineapple, the unripe 
(one)’. Elliptical close apposition directly accounts for the 
presence of two determiners/augments, for the intersective 
reading, and for the pronominal use of the modifiers. 
However, this symmetric structure also predicts that DP1 and DP2 can swap places, and that 
either can be the head. The first prediction is borne out for Greek, but Rukiga shows a prosodic 
difference: DP1-DP2 forms one intonation phrase, whereas DP2-DP1 requires a break. 
(8) a. to kokino  (to) podilato  
  the.N.SG red.N.SG the.N.SG bike.N.SG  
 b. to podilato *(to) kokino 
  ‘the red bike’   Greek (Kolliakou 2004) 
(9) a. e-bi-muri (e-)bi-hango 
  AUG-8-flowers 8-big 
 b. *(e-)bi-hango, e-bi-muri 
  ‘big flowers’ / ‘big ones, flowers’ Rukiga (Asiimwe 2014) 
The second prediction is tricky: in noun-modifier combinations both DPs have the same ϕ 
features, making it impossible to see which determines agreement. In traditional close 
apposition, however, DP1 is always the head (Burton-Roberts 1975): 
(10) O-mw-ana e-ki-handa a-rya-singa / *ki-rya-singa. 
 AUG-1-child AUG-7-fearless 1SM-FUT-win / 7SM-FUT-win 
 ‘The fearless child will win.’ 
(11) E-ki-handa Rob ky-a-tu-singa / *y-a-tu-singa. 
 AUG-7-fearless 1.Rob 7SM-PST-1PL.OM-win / 1SM-PST-1PL.OM-win 
 ‘The fearless Rob has won from us.’ 
In our talk, we systematically show the effects of the presence of the augment on various types 
of Rukiga modifiers, and consider whether close apposition works differently with an elliptical 
DP, or a reduced relative is a better analysis (Alexiadou & Wilder 1998, Alexiadou 2014). 
References: Alexiadou, A. 2014. Multiple Determiners and the Structure of DPs. 
Amsterdam: John Benjamins. p Alexiadou, A., and C. Wilder. 1998. Adjectival Modification 
and Multiple Determiners. In A. Alexiadou and C. Wilder (eds), Possessors, Predicates and 
Movement in the DP, 303–332. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. p Asiimwe, A. 2014. 
Definiteness and specificity in Runyankore-Rukiga. PhD Dissertation, Stellenbosch. p 
Burton-Roberts, N. 1975. Nominal apposition. Foundations of Language 13: 391–419. p 
Kolliakou, D. 2004. Monadic definites and polydefinites: Their form, meaning and use. 
Journal of Linguistics 40: 263–333. p Lekakou, M. & K. Szendrői. 2012. Polydefinites in 
Greek: Ellipsis, Close Apposition and Expletive Determiners. Journal of Linguistics 48: 107–
149. p Taylor, C. 1985. Nkore-Kiga. London: Croom-Helm. 
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The   Overt   Pronoun   Constraint   (OPC)   as   stated   in   Montalbetti’s   (1984)   dissertation   (1)   is   a   PF  
constraint   on   the   spellout   of   pronouns:   if   a   pronoun   is   under   the   scope   of   a   quantifier   and   a   null  
form   is   available,   the   null   form   must   be   used   (2).   When   it   was   discovered   that   languages   such   as  
Brazilian   Portuguese   (BP)   do   not   obey   this   constraint   (3),   the   explanation   pursued   was   that   BP  
has   no   true   null   subjects   in   these   contexts   (Ferreira   2000   a.o.),   leaving   the   OPC   intact.   However,  
(i)    even   in   some   canonical   null   subject   language   (NSL)   (Holmberg   et    al    2009   a.o.)   varieties   of  
Spanish   such   as   Rioplatense,   the   OPC   appears   inoperative   (Gelormini-Lezama   et    al    2016);   and  
(ii)    effects   that   mirror   the   OPC   are   present   even   in   non-null   subject   languages   such   as   English.   

(1)     Overt   pronouns   cannot   link   to   formal   variables   iff   the   alternation   overt/empty   
       obtains.   
(2)    [Todo   estudiante] i       cree      que   {∅   /    * él i }    es   inteligente.  
(3)    [Todo   estudante] i    acredita   que   {∅   /   ele i }   é   inteligente.  
       [All       student] i         thinks   that   {∅   /       he}      is    intelligent  

In   essence,   the   contrast   in   (2)   boils   down   to   competition   between   two   pronominal   forms   in   the  
scope   of   a   quantifier.   While   this   particular   effect   has   been   associated   with   null   subject   languages,  
English   also   displays   competing   preferences   for   particular   third   person   singular   pronouns   under  
the   scope   of   a   quantifier:   

(4)    Every   student   thinks   { ? he’s   /   they’re}   smart.   
When   the   antecedent   is   a   quantificational   DP   such   as   “every   student”,   the   gender-neutral  
pronoun    they    is   preferred.   This   is   due   to   the   fact   that   “every   student”   lacks   a   clear   natural   gender,  
while   “he”   refers   to   a   male   individual.   Similarly,   in   (2),   Spanish    él    is   specified   to   refer   to   a   male  
individual   while   its   antecedent    todo   estudiante    is   not   clearly   specified   for   natural   gender;   thus,  
Spanish   opts   for   its   only   pronoun   with   unspecified   natural   gender,   a   zero   pronoun.   Both   the  
English   and   Spanish   contrasts   can   be   unified   by   the   notion   that   binding   requires   that   the   binder  
and   bindee   be   coindexed,   thus   they   may   not   have   contradictory   feature   specifications:  

(5)    Pronominal   antecedents   and   the   pronouns   they   bind   must   hold   identical   values   of   the   
       features   they   are   specified   for.  
The   task   that   remains   is   to   explain   the   contrasting   empirical   facts   of   BP   and   Spanish  

without   reference   to   their   status   as   NSLs.   This   can   be   done   via   independent   syntactic   properties  
of   the   BP   and   Spanish   pronominal   systems   which   predict   overt   pronoun   use   in   Spanish,   but   not  
BP,   to   violate   (5)   in   the   scope   of   a   quantifier.   We   argue   that   Spanish   pronouns   are   specified   for  
more   interpretable   features   than   BP   pronouns   and   are   thus   more   restricted   in   their   distribution.  
The   evidence   for   a   more   restricted   distribution   is   as   follows:  

Brazilian   Portuguese   freely   permits   inanimate   3 rd    person   subject   pronouns   while   this   use  
is   highly   limited   in   Spanish   (Elizaincín   1995).   Furthermore,   differences   in   pronominal   featural  
specification   between   BP   (6)   and   Spanish   (7)   pronouns   also   extend   to   the   realization   of   gender:  
(6)    [Todas   as    pessoas       na         aula    de    matemática] i    acham   que   elas i    / ? eles    i    são   inteligentes.  
(7)    [Todas   las   personas     en   la    clase   de   matemática] i    creen    que    *ellas i /ellos i      son   inteligentes.  
       [All       the   people FEM     in-the    class   of    math] i              think    that    they-F i /-M I      are   intelligent.  
In   BP   the   plural   feminine   DP    todas   as   pessoas    (“all   the   people”)   binds   the   plural   feminine  
pronoun    elas ,   while    todas   las   personas    in   Spanish   binds   the   plural   masculine   pronoun    ellos .   In  
both   languages,   given   a   group   of   multiple   individuals   of   mixed   gender   the   corresponding  
pronoun   of   choice   is   masculine   plural.   This   suggests   that   when   it   comes   to   the   choice   of   pronoun  

 



 

in   Spanish,   the   fact   that   “the   people”   is   specified   in   the   syntax   for   arbitrary   feminine   gender   is  
superseded   by   the   speaker’s   knowledge   about   the   semantics   of   “the   people”,   namely   that   it   refers  
to   a   group   of   mixed   gender,   while   BP   pronouns   are   merely   bundles   of   agreeing   phi-features  
(including   arbitrary   syntactic   gender).  

The   differing   behavior   of   BP   and   Spanish   pronouns   with   respect   to   contextually   supplied  
information   suggests   that   there   is   a   structural   difference   between   the   two   languages’   pronouns.  
Following   Kučerová’s   (2018)   analysis   of   Italian   nominals   whose   gender   is   unspecified   in   the  
lexicon,   we   propose   that   Spanish   pronouns   start   out   in   the   derivation   as   DPs   with   the   following  
structure:   [ DP    [D GEN:__ ]   [ nP    [n GEN:__ ]].   First   in   the   derivation,   the   unvalued   features   in   D   and    n  
match,   then   as    n    is   unable   to   value   D,   D   gets   valued   from   context   when   the   phase   is   sent   to   be  
labeled   at   the   CI   interface.   This   contextually   supplied   value,   which   corresponds   to   a   natural  
gender,   is   then   associated   to    n    via   the   existing   link   between   D   and    n .   Consequently,   gender   on  
Spanish   pronouns   always   corresponds   to   a   natural   gender.   For   BP,   we   follow   the   intuition   of  
Déchaine   and   Wiltschko   (2002)   by   assuming   pronouns   vary   cross-linguistically   with   respect   to  
internal   structure:   specifically,   we   posit   that   unlike   Spanish   pronouns,   BP   pronouns   lack   a   D  
projection   and   are   merely   nPs   with   the   internal   structure   [ nP    [n GEN:__ ].   Independent   evidence   for  
BP   pronouns   as   nPs   comes   from   compatibility   of   BP   pronouns   with   the   diminutive    -zinho/a ,  
which   typically   combines   only   with   nouns:   

(8)   BP :    gato    (Eng:   cat)   >    gat-inho    (little   cat),    ela    (she)   >    ela-zinha    (“little   she”,   attested)   
(9)   SP:    gato    (cat)   >    gat-ito    (little   cat),    ella    (she)   >   * ella-cita    (“little   she”,   unattested)  

Then,   assuming   only   phase   heads   (in   this   case   D)   may   be   contextually   valued   at   the   CI   interface,  
BP   pro- n Ps   are   forced   to   value   GEN   from   the   syntactic   gender   of   their   binder,   thus   no   natural  
gender   mismatches   take   place   as   in   Spanish.  

Taken   together   with   the   requirement   stated   in   (5),   this   analysis   makes   an   additional  
prediction:   there   should   be   a   strong   contrast   between   the   acceptability   of   Spanish   overt   pronouns  
bound   by   gender-neutral   quantificational   DPs   vs.   gendered   quantificational   DPs   while   no   such  
acceptability   contrast   should   hold   for   BP.   This   prediction   appears   to   bear   out:   

(10)    Toda     {pessoa         /   atriz} i          acha      que    ela i      é    importante.  BP  
(11)    Toda     {**persona   /   ?actriz} i       cree      que    ella i     es   importante.  Spanish  

          Every   {person FEM     /   actress} i      thinks   that    she i    is    important.  
As   BP   pronouns   appear   to   be   little   more   than   agreeing   syntactic   gender,   person   and  

number   features,   BP   overt   pronouns   are   licensed   in   a   larger   array   of   contexts   than   their   Spanish  
counterparts.   Dialects   of   canonical   NSL’s   like   Spanish   that   violate   the   OPC   simply   vary   with  
respect   to   internal   pronoun   structure.   Importantly,   our   analysis   allows   a   much   wider   application  
of   the   OPC.    As   for   what   explains   the   OPC,   we   argue   that   as   quantificational   DPs   do   not   refer   to  
specific   individuals   in   the   world   and   are   often   epicene,   they   make   suboptimal   binders   for  
pronouns   that   have   contextually   supplied   interpretable   features   like   natural   gender.  
 
References :    Déchaine,   R.   M.,   &   Wiltschko,   M.    (2002).   Decomposing   pronouns.   Linguistic   inquiry,   33(3),   409-442.  
Elizaincín,   A.    (1995).   Personal   pronouns   for   inanimate   entities   in   Uruguayan   Spanish   in   contact   with   Portuguese.   Spanish  
in   four   continents:   Studies   in   language   contact   and   bilingualism,   117-131.    Ferreira,   M.   B.    (2000).   Argumentos   nulos   em  
português   brasileiro.    Gelormini-Lezama,   C.,   Huepe,   D.,   Herrera,   E.,   Melloni,   M.,   Manes,   F.,   García,   A.   M.,   &  
Ibáñez,   A.    (2016).   The   overt   pronoun   constraint   across   three   dialects   of   Spanish.   Journal   of   psycholinguistic   research,  
45(4),   979-1000.    Holmberg,   A.,   Nayudu,   A.,   &   Sheehan,   M.    (2009).   Three   partial   null-subject   languages:   a   comparison  
of   Brazilian   Portuguese,   Finnish   and   Marathi.    Studia   Linguistica ,    63 (1),   59-97.    Kučerová,   I.    (2018).   ɸ-Features   at   the  
Syntax-Semantics   Interface:   Evidence   from   Nominal   Inflection.   Linguistic   Inquiry,   49(4),   813–845.    Montalbetti,   M.   M .  
(1984).   After   binding:   On   the   interpretation   of   pronouns   (Doctoral   dissertation,   Massachusetts   Institute   of   Technology).  
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The absence of Foc in the clausal spine

Cartographic studies of the clausal left periphery (pioneered in Rizzi 1997) in various
languages have suggested the existence of a unique dedicated focus head creating a unique
dedicated focus position in the clausal left periphery. In Abels 2012 I showed that the
relative positioning of foci in the left periphery can be deduced from a version of Relativized
Minimality making the assumption of a dedicated focus head whose position is regulated
through local selection redundant. With the relative ordering of phrases in the clausal
periphery removed as an argument for the existence of dedicated focus heads, any argument
for their existence must draw on the typology of focus particles, on syntactic effects of focus
heads apart from their role in regulating the position of focal phrases, and from their role in
explaining the typology of clausal left peripheries.

To address these issues, I compare the typology of the relative positioning of question
particles and wh-phrase in wh-questions on the one hand with the relative positioning of
putative focus particles and focal phrases on the other. Unlike dedicated question particles,
which may or may not be adjacent to a moving or in-situ wh-phrase, dedicated focus particles
are always adjacent to the moved or in-situ focus they associate with; this suggests that
dedicated focus markers form a constituent with the focus and, unlike question particles, are
not situated in the clausal spine. This suggests that there are no focus heads in the clausal
spine. Dedicated focus markers form a constituent with the moved focus rather than being
attracting heads in the clausal spine. It follows from this analysis that particles in the clausal
spine that seem to mark focus but are not adjacent to the focus itself cannot be dedicated,
i.e., functionally restricted to marking focus. We expect them to have more generic syntactic
functions such as enabling movement or marking cyclicity. This expectation is supported
cross-linguistically.

Second, I show that while interrogative features in the clausal spine participate in selec-
tion both by being selectable and by inducing opacity for further selection, focus features
are systematically invisible to selection: they cannot be selected and fail to induce opacity.
This second argument suggests that a theory without focus features in the clausal periphery
is to be preferred on explanatory grounds over one with such features. A fortiori this entails
the absence of focus heads in the clausal periphery.

The assumption of such non-specific movement inducing features (or heads) in the left
periphery is, of course, the hallmark of analyses of V2 in Germanic going back to the Ex-
tended Standard Theory. To complete the argument against the assumption of dedicated
focus features, I therefore point out the weakness of all cartographic analyses of V2 that
fail to make the (fundamentally anti-cartographic) assumption that there are functionally
un-specific movement triggers.

1
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Analyses of null arguments meet a bare NP, consistent NS, partial NO language

According to Holmberg (2005, 2010) and Roberts (2010) the availability of null subjects (NSs) in
consistent NS languages follows from the presence of [D] in T, which also bears uninterpretable [φ],
valued by a fully-blown pronoun in Spec,vP byAgree, as a consequence of which the pronoun is deleted
by copy deletion (approach (i)). Barbosa (2019) shares the first assumption, but argues that Spec,vP
is occupied by an nP. The interpretable subject [φ] features are contained in T (approach (ii)). In this
contribution I suggest that a ‘best of both worlds’ approach is needed to account for data from Polish.
The proposal will imply that the elements of the linguistic system which are crucial to understanding
linguistic variation in the domain of argument drop include the presence of [D] in a language, the
association of verbal heads in the clausal spine with [φ], and the association of the features on the n
head with phonemic material. All of these components can be acquired based on PLD.

Polish is a consistent NS language (see Barbosa 2019: fn 16 and references therein). Unlike in
Romance languages though, bare NP arguments can be interpreted as definite here. In alignment with
Chierchia (1998), Willim (2000), Bošković (2012), as well as Barbosa (2019), I assume that the lan-
guage lacks theD projection/feature and employs (ι) type-shifting to arrive at the relevant interpretation.
What follows, there is no [D] in T in Polish. Thus, if [D] is present in T in consistent NS languages
with articles, the mechanisms of achieving definite interpretation of NSs differ within this language
group, just as is the case for overt NPs. Regarding [φ], the agreement-related facts of Polish favour
approach (ii), while null object facts suggest the need for retaining the core mechanism of (i) as well.
Agreement: Verbal morphology reflects the person, number, and, in some contexts, gender of the
subject in Polish. However, this comes with a twist: morphologically, [person/number] and [number/
gender] fusional morphemes are realised separately. The former is either a clitic which can be attached
to the lexical verb or to different types of pre-verbal hosts (past tense, e.g. czytał-a-ś ‘read-sg.f-2sg’
(‘you read’) vs. wczoraj-ś czytał-a ‘yesterday-2sg read-sg.f’ (‘yesterday you read’)) or an inflectional
marker on the lexical verb (present tense, future perfective, where gender is not marked, e.g. czyta-
m ‘read-1sg’ (‘I read/am reading’)) or an auxiliary (future imperfective). The latter is realised via
inflection of the lexical verb (past tense, future imperfective, where the so-called l-participle is used;
e.g. będ-ę czytał-a ‘will-1sg read-sg.f ’ (‘I will be reading’)). The most straightforward way to capture
these facts is to assume two separate φ-probes in the clausal spine: a [person/number] probe in T and a
[number/gender] probe in Asp (seeWitkoś 1998 for arguments that the lexical verb moves only as high
as Asp in Polish). If this is the case, the copy deletion scenario won’t work in its original formulation,
as there is no single probe constituting the superset of the pronominal ([person/number/gender]) goal.

The subject in Spec,vP can thus be represented as nP. Building on Lowenstamm (2008) andWillim
(2012), n bears gender as well as number in Polish, these features being realised as a single portmanteau
morpheme symmetrically in the singular and plural, attached as a suffix to the root/stem (e.g. kobiet-a
‘woman-sg.f.nom’, kobiet-y ‘woman-pl.f.nom’). The final interpretable subject-related [φ] is [person]
in T. The [number] in T, as well as [number/gender] in Asp are uninterpretable, on the one hand avoiding
the superfluousmultiplying of interpretable [number] and [gender] (on n, Asp, and T), and, from amore
general perspective, being in line with the observation that it is [person] which seems to be at the core
of the consistent NS phenomenon (as opposed to partial NS; see Franks 1995, Barbosa 2019). Thus,
if nP is a [number/gender] bundle in Polish, Roberts’s copy deletion approach captures its acceptable
non-pronunciation, despite the fact that it is usually realised as an overt suffix: Agree between Asp
and nP creates the required superset-subset relation for copy deletion to apply. This analysis receives
further support from null object (NO) facts.



NOs: If Polish simply had a null nP at its disposal, which would make the copy deletion mechanism
superfluous, it would be predicted to feature widespread object drop, comparable to what we observe
in discourse pro-drop languages. Though available, definite NOs in Polish are restricted (see (1)) and
whenever acceptable, they are interchangeable with overt (deficient) pronouns (see (2)).
(1) Adam

Adam
myśli,
thinks

że
that

Anna
Anna

*(go)
him

skrzywdzi.
will.hurt

‘Adam thinks that Anna will hurt him.’
(2) a. Obu

both
panów
gentlemen-acc

łączy
unites

miłość
love

do
to

piłki
ball

nożnej.
foot-adj

Dzieli
divides

(ich)
them

wizja
vision

kierowania
leading

partią.
party

‘Both gentlemen are united by their love for football. They are divided by their vision for leading
the party.’

b. Puszczaj
let.go-imper.2sg

(mnie),
me

bo
because

(cię)
you

zabiję!
kill-1sg

‘Let go of me or I will kill you.’
If restricted availability and optionality (interchangeability with overt pronouns) are the distinguishing
features of partial NS languages (Barbosa 2019), we can characterise Polish as a partial NO language.
NOs are not freely available because copy deletion cannot apply to nP in this case, Polish lacking
O-V agreement. Thus, NOs appear only when an additional ellipsis mechanism is licensed to apply
to nP, yielding its non-pronunciation. (NOs in Polish do not arise as a result of argument ellipsis or
V-stranding VP ellipsis; see (2-b), where no linguistic antecedent is present.)
Further consequences: The current approach provides a rather straightforward account of variation
of three different types. (i)Microvariation: Kashubian is a bare NP language closely related to Polish
and is parallel to it in its inflectional system, but can be characterised as a partial pro-drop language
(NSs are optional and sometimes unavailable). This can be captured if [person] in T is optionally
interpretable in Kashubian. When it is interpretable, NSs can be derived in a way parallel to Polish.
When the uninterpretable (unvalued) variant is selected, the merge of a full pronoun in Spec,vP is
needed for valuation to be possible. Kashubian also supports the hypothesis concerning the importance
of [person]: pronominal subjects are obligatory when the form of the verb does not express [person]
(even if it expresses [number] and [gender]). (ii) Diachronic development: Similar assumptions can
be made with respect to the diachronic development of Russian, which lost its person marking in the
past tense and is at present a partial pro-drop language (see Madariaga 2018), a result of the optionality
of interpretable [person] in T on the current proposal. (iii) Bilingual variation: Finally, the same
hypothesis can also account for the overuse of overt pronouns in bilingual consistent and partial pro-
drop systems (see Sorace et al. 2009, Dubinina and Polinsky 2013 and references therein). All these
environments, including also NOs in Polish, share one other common feature: when overt pronouns are
used instead of null arguments, they are not associated with special information-structural colouring,
unlike overt pronominal subjects in Polish. Interpretable [person] in T triggers this effect: when it is
used in conjunction with an overt pronoun in Polish, there are two instances of interpretable subject-
associated [person] in the clause, which forces the system to assign a role for both of them in the process
of interpretation at the C-I interface. References:
Barbosa, P. 2019. pro as a minimal nP. • Bošković, Ž. 2012. On NPs and clauses. • Chierchia, G. 1998. Reference to
kinds across languages. • Dubinina, I. Polinsky, M. 2013. Russian in the US. • Franks, S. 1995. Parameters of Slavic
morphosyntax. •Holmberg, A. 2005. Is there a little pro? •Holmberg, A. 2010. Null Subject Parameters. • Lowenstamm,
J. 2008. On little n, √, and types of nouns. • Madariaga, N. 2018. Diachronic change and the nature of pronominal null
subjects. • Roberts, I. 2010. A deletion analysis of null subjects. • Sorace, A., Serratrice, L., Fillaci, F., Baldo M. 2009.
Discourse conditions on subject pronoun realization. •Willim, E. 2000. On the grammar of Polish nominals. •Willim, E.
2012. On the feature valuation/interpretability biconditional inMinimalist Theory. •Witkoś, J. 1998. The syntax of clitics.
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Structural differences in the syntax of person indexicals

In this paper I provide a structural account for an asymmetry between person pronouns and 
possessive forms, and demonstrative forms: only in demonstratives, but not in person pro-
nouns or possessives, person features can undergo a reorganisation that leads to diachroni-
cally different partitions (i.e. to different semantic organisations of person forms). Following 
Harbour (2016)’s person system and revisiting Polinsky (2018)’s intuition that resilience to 
change is linked to salience, I show that person features are structurally salient (hence: stable) 
in person pronouns and in the indexical part of possessives and non-salient (hence: unstable) 
in the indexical part of demonstratives. I base the discussion on Romance data collected from 
contributions in Ledgeway & Maiden 2016 and from APiCS. I only considered forms with 
interpretable and valued person features, leaving out person agreement phenomena, e.g. 
subject clitics (for the independent instability of agreement phenomena in heritage languages, 
cf. Polinsky 2018).

Person features do not seem to undergo any reorganisations in person pronouns and 
possessives: in Romance, such systems are stably ternary (i.e. they contrastively encode three 
persons, notwithstanding morphological variation mostly due to interactions with number, 
gender and case), both in diachrony (1a, 2a) and in contact (1b, 2b). Differently from person 
pronouns (1), however, possessives can be synthetic (2a) or analytic (P + person pronoun, (2b)). 
While very common in Romance-based creoles, this option is also available in e.g. French.
(1a) ego / tu / ille / nos / vos / illi   >   eu / ti  /  el    /   nós / vós  / eles      (Latin > Galician)

1SG   2SG   3SG    1PL    2 PL   3PL       1SG  2SG   3SG.M   1PL    2 PL   3PL.M
(1b) yo / vo, tu, uste / ele / nisos / vusos, ustedes / ilos (Cavite Chabacano, APiCS)

1SG  2SG                3SG   1PL        2PL                       3PL
(2a) meus  /     tuus   /     suus  /     noster  /  vester  /   suus       > 

mio    /    tuo     /     suo    /      nostro  /  vostro  /  loro         (Latin > Italian)
POSS.1SG  POSS.2SG  POSS.3SG  POSS.1PL  POSS.2PL  POSS.3PL

(2b) pu mwa / pu twa / pu lja  /  pu nu / pu unde / (n.a.) (Tayo, APiCS)
for 1SG      for 2SG    for 3SG    for 1PL   for 2DU –

Person features do instead undergo featural reorganisations in demonstrative forms (pro-
nouns, adjectives and adverbs), under the assumption that (Romance) demonstrative systems 
are defined by person features, too. In diachrony, ternary systems can remain stable (L&S16: 
882-886), but more frequently evolve either into participant-based binary systems (3), or into 
speaker-based ones (4), with different morphological options as to which forms of the 
original pronominal and adjectival (3a, 4a) or adverbial (3b, 4b) paradigms are kept:
(3a) aquest  / aqueix  / aquell  >  aquest  /  aquell             (Catalan, L&S16:886)

DEM.1           DEM.2      DEM.3              DEM.1/2         DEM.3
(3b) aicí   /   aquí   /   allí     >    aquí   /  allí             (Catalan, L&S16:892)

ADV.1          ADV.2         ADV.3               ADV.1/2           ADV.3
(4a) este   /      ese    /     aquel   >   este  /  ese   (Rioplatense Spanish, Saab, p.c.)
 DEM.1              DEM.2        DEM.3                    DEM.1        DEM.–1 
(4b) qui   /   costì   /   lì     >     qui   /     lì  (Tuscan > Standard Italian)

ADV.1                  ADV.2                                    ADV.3               ADV.1        ADV.–1
To explain these facts, I resort to the person features system proposed by Harbour (2016): two 
person features (Author, A, and Participant, P), that must each have one value (either + or –) 
in order to compose with π, the set of discourse-related atoms (speaker, hearer, others) and 
partition it. Binary systems are derived by the composition of only one person feature with π: 
π[±A] for the speaker-based ones (4) and π[±P] for the participant-based ones (3). Ternary 
systems (1, 2) are derived by the composition of [±A] with π, the result of which is then 
composed with [±P]: π[±P(±A)], while systems that display the inclusive/exclusive opposition are 
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derived by the inverse ordering of operations: π[±A(±P)].
Moreover, I assume that stability is linked to salience, following an intuition by 

Polinsky (2018:63ff.) which I structurally revisit within Harbour’s lattice and action system: a 
feature/category is salient if it is the first to apply to the root of its functional sequence (here: 
φ). π is arguably the first to apply to φ (cf., based on unrelated evidence, Harbour 2016:ch.6 
and Polinsky 2018), thus person is salient and therefore less prone to change.

Person pronouns are directly derived by the composition of person features with π, as 
defined by Harbour. Systems in (1) are thus featurally represented as: π[+P(+A)] (1) / π[+P(–A)] (2) 
/ π[–P(±A)] (3). The indexical part of possessive forms is derived in the same way (hence: the 
symmetric behaviour). However, the (optional) analytic constructions call for a structural 
richer approach to possessives: I take their indexical part to be an inherently Case-marked 
person root (so ultimately a PP, following Řezáč 2008, which can be spelled out as such in 
analytic constructions: P + person pronoun). The featural representation for the indexical part 
of the forms in (2) is: [PP √π[+P(+A)]] (POSS.1) / [PP √π[+P(–A)]] (POSS.2) / [PP √π[–P(±A)]] (POSS.3). 
In both cases, the person features [±A] and [±P] directly compose with π, which in turn 
straightforwardly applies to φ: person features are salient, hence the stability of these forms.

In demonstratives, instead, person features act as sub-features. I take demonstratives 
to be defined by a [DEM] feature which, largely revisiting Harbour 2016: (A) provides the 
characteristic space of π (i.e. πχ), to which person features can (successively) apply; (B) 
introduces a variable x located in that space: ⟦DEM⟧ = λx . x ∈  π χ [±F]. The systems in (3) and 
(4) are featurally representable as: π χ [+P(+A)] (close to 1) / π χ [+P(–A)] (close to 2) / π χ [–P(±A)] (far 
from 1/2) (ternary systems); π χ [+P] / π χ [–P] (binary systems, 3a/b); π χ [+A] / π χ [–A] (binary 
systems, 4a/b). Person sub-features compose with π via χ and therefore are not structurally 
salient. Due to the computational complexity (recursion of compositions), one feature can be 
delinked from the π layer in ternary demonstrative systems, leading to binary systems.

The featural reorganisations in (3, 4) can be partially predicted by formal markedness. 
Ternary systems are defined by two features rather than just one, thus marked and possibly 
unstable: the resulting systems are binary (defined by one feature). The hearer-related domain 
(‘close to 2’) is defined by non-uniform feature values (i.e. not of type [±α]), thus marked (it 
requires two different actions to be performed on π, rather than the iteration of the same one) 
and possibly unstable, too: in fact, it either gets the same exponent as the speaker-related one 
(3), or is no longer consistently referred to by only one form (4: it falls in the speaker-related 
domain or in the other-related one, depending on the position of the hearer w.r.t. the speaker). 
However, the actual patterns of featural reorganisation remain unpredictable because person 
features are by hypothesis ontologically equivalent operators that apply to π (this point of 
undecidability is nicely mirrored by the attested variation). 

This structural account to the syntax of person indexicals makes two predictions that, 
at the best of my knowledge, seem to be borne out. 1) Only person features encoded in person 
pronouns can control verbal agreement, while they are invisible to Agree when encoded in 
possessives (Case Opacity in inherently case-marked forms, Řezáč 2008) and demonstratives 
(because of the intervention of χ). 2) Paradigms of person pronouns and possessives are 
derived by the same operations, so they instantiate the same partition of π; demonstrative 
paradigms, instead, can differ and encode less (but not more) person distinctions.

Selected references. Harbour 2016. Impossible persons. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. | L&S16 = 
Ledgeway & Smith 2016. Deixis. In Ledgeway & Maiden (eds.), The Oxford guide to the Romance 
languages. Oxford: OUP, 879–896. | Polinsky (2018). Heritage languages and their speakers. 
Cambridge: CUP. | Řezáč (2008). Phi-Agree and Theta-Related Case. In Harbour, Adger, & Béjar 
(eds.), Phi Theory: Phi-Features across Interfaces and Modules, Oxford: OUP, 83–130.
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An Uniform NP-Approach to (Poly-)Definiteness and Nominal Concord

Summary: This paper sketches aspects of a novel approach to the syntax of nominal phrases,
based on Oishi 2014 and on Chomsky’s (2019) Hilbert epsilon operator (Hεo) approach to
adjunction. It shows how these components deliver a relatively simple, yet powerful syntax,
with ingredients to unify phenomena as diverse as polydefiniteness (PD), non-PD, and nom-
inal concord. Importantly, it is tailor-made for article-less language and avoids problems
for the DP-hypothesis highlighted by Bruening (2009) regarding selectional asymmetries
between the noun phrases and CPs. If tenable, it contributes to the goal of eliminating
parameters from Narrow Syntax and delegating language-variation to externalization (cf.
Berwick & Chomsky 2011; Obata & Epstein 2016; pace Bošković 2008).

Theoretical Background: A: Drawing on Chomsky (2007) and in an effort to work out paral-
lels between phasal domains, Oishi (2014) assumes that (i) lexical categories are acategorical
roots (R), (ii) phase heads (v, n, etc.) categorize Rs, (iii) the “affixes” v and n are invisible
to the labeling algorithm (LA) (cf. Chomsky 2015), (iv) the amalgam <v/n, R> is visible
to the LA, which is obtained by Internal Pair Merge (cf. Richards 2009) of R to the phase
head, and (v) roots are visible to the LA, but “too weak” to label (Chomsky 2015). (iii)-(v)
force R-to-n-raising to make possible that the set comprising the elements can be labeled at
all, as in the derivation (1)/(2).

(1) {n, R=author} an unlabelable structure (R, too weak; n, invisible)
(2) {<R=author, n>, R=author} a structure labelable by the amalgam, an <R, n>P

I take n to come in two (purely formal, not semantically interpretable) flavors: n (indefinite)
and n* (definite) (cf. Chomsky 2007). B: Addressing the issue of unstructured coordination
(as in This guy is young, happy, eager to go to college, . . . ), Chomsky (2019) unifies this
construction with iterated adjunction phenomena by introducing the Hεo. Hεo comprises
selecting the elements functioning as adjuncts (X1, . . . Xn), forming a sequence from them,
namely Σ=(Y1, . . . ,Yn), where the elements of the sequence are drawn from the set, but in
any possible way. This, in turn, requires an operator K, either conjunction or disjunction.
Specifically, Hεo involves forming a sequence of pairs comprising the adjunct (e.g., adjectives)
and “a link” L, the Pair-Merge target (e.g., noun). Hεo aligns each Y with an instance of L,
while the operator K specifies the logical connective as in (3). E.g., the part of a noun with
attributive adjectives traditionally referred to as adjunction (like in the friendly old man) is
rendered as in (4). Simplifying Chomsky’s (2019) proposal, I assume that Ns are <R, n*>,
and As <R, a> (note that A can be phrasal and is, crucially, not a complement of D, as
persuasively argued by Svenonius 1992; Mikkelsen & Hankamer 2005: 96 i.a.). (4), in turn,
Pair Merges with the head noun to yield the full nominal phrase (cf. (5)).

(3) 〈K, 〈Y1, L〉 . . . 〈Yn, L〉〉 (4) (conj, 〈A=friendly, n*〉, 〈A=old, n*〉)
(5) 〈(conj, 〈A=friendly, n*〉, 〈A=old, n*〉), 〈R=man, n*〉〉
We obtain a structure which roughly means: the man, and he is old, and he is friendly,
reminiscent of the verbal counterpart of event semantics (cf. Davidson 1967).

Non-PD: The morphological realization of only one definite article in English preceding all
adjectives is due to a language-specific rule. It determines that only the first A-n*-pair in
the sequence realizes definiteness, i.e. the friendly spells out 〈A=friendly, n*〉, while none
of the subsequent A-n*-pairs, and the noun, spell out definiteness. As for constituency
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considerations, the current approach thus converges in spirit with Leu (2008, 2015) for
languages like German. Moreover, the current approach recasts Lieb’s (2005: 1636 ff.) view
that languages like English involve “analytical definite nouns,” i.e. a kind of periphrastic
definiteness (but no syntactic D-head). This derives non-PD.

PD: Given this much, e.g. Hebrew PD receives a simple analysis. The syntax of an unmod-
ified definite noun phrase is e.g. N=<R=yeled, n*=ha->, which is realized as ha-yeled (‘the
boy’). Attributively modifying a definite noun as in (6) amounts to the analysis (8). A mor-
phological rule specific to Hebrew determines that each A-n-pair must spell out definiteness
(next to N). It follows that obligatory “definiteness spread” emerges as the morphological
form of definite adjectives. Modified indefinite nouns as (7) feature n – not n* – and do not
give rise to any morphologically realized article-element.

(6) ha-yeled
the-boy

*(ha-)xaxam
*(the-)smart

‘the smart boy’

(7) yeled
boy

(*ha-)xaxam
(*def-)smart

‘a smart boy’ Danon (2001: 1074)

(8) 〈(conj, 〈A=xaxam, n*〉), 〈R=yeled, n*〉〉

Nominal Concord: Strong and weak adjectival declension in languages like German (9)/(10)
receives a similar analysis (following previous unification approaches, cf. Leu 2015; Schoor-
lemmer 2012).

(9) (ein) gut-er Wein
(a) good-str wine
‘(a) good wine’

(10) d-er gut-e Wein
d-str good-wk win
‘the good wine’ Leu (2008: 11/12)

(11) 〈(conj, 〈A=gut, n〉), 〈R=Wein, n〉〉 (12) 〈(conj, 〈A=gut, n*〉), 〈R=Wein, n*〉〉
An unmodified definite noun is 〈R=Wein, n*〉 which is spelled out der Wein morphologically
due to the flavor of the phase head. An unmodified indefinite noun is 〈R=Wein, n〉. A mod-
ified indefinite noun, as in (9) comes about by a rule determining that the strong inflection
n=-er in (12) seek a host. As the only pronounced host is the adjective, strong inflection
follows. A modified definite noun, has as its underlying structure (11). Morphologically, the
definite article and the adjective (i.e. der gute) spell out the unit 〈A=gut, n*〉(cf. Leu 2008,
2015), again due to the flavor of the phase head n*, analogously to unmodified definite nouns.
The current analysis sides with i. a. Norris (2014) in holding that nominal concord (as e.g.
in Icelandic, (13)) is nothing like subject-verb agreement and does not involve agree.

(13) litl-ir
little-nom.m.pl

snigl-ar
snail-nom.m.pl

gender, number & case concord in Icelandic

‘little snails’ Norris (2014: 2)

Assuming that next to definiteness, n* can host ϕ-features and Case, applying Hεo yields a
proliferation of these features in each A-<R, n*>-pairing. Differences in the way languages
morphologically manifest them are quite expected.

Selected References: Chomsky, N. (2019). Lecture at UCLA. April 29–May 2, 2019 • Leu, T. (2015)
The Architecture of Determiners. OUP. • Lieb, H.-H. (2005) Notions of paradigm in grammar. In:

D. Alan Cruse et al. (eds). Lexicology: An international handbook on the nature and structure of

words and vocabularies. Vol. 2. Berlin etc.: de Gruyter, 1613–1646. • Norris, M. (2014) A Theory

of Nominal Concord, PhD-thesis, U Santa Cruz. • Oishi, M. (2015) The hunt for a label. In H.

Egashira et al. (eds.), In untiring pursuit of better alternatives. Tokyo: Kaitakusha, 322–344.
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Two case studies in morphological person restrictions
1. Introduction. This paper offers case studies from Caquinte (Arawakan) and Kipsigis (Kalenjin)
—two unrelated, understudied languages—which show the need for a morphological account of

IO DO Caq/Kip Strong Weak
1 3 X X X
2 3 X X X
1 2 * * X
2 1 * * X
3 2 X * *
3 1 X * *

certain ditransitive person restrictions. Much recent liter-
ature on person restrictions in ditransitives (e.g. Person-
Case Constraint, PCC) assumes that the core problem is
syntactic; a single probe either Agrees with too few goals
(Anagnostopoulou 2003; Béjar & Rezac 2003; Stegovec
2019; a.o.) or with too many goals (Coon & Keine 2018).
However, we argue that a full account of ditransitive per-
son restrictions must also include purely morphological
restrictions. The analysis implemented here differs from other hybrid analyses (Coon & Keine
2018; Walkow 2013) in that morphological and syntactic restrictions can operate independently.
The typology that this predicts can be extended to account for Strong vs. Weak PCC patterns.
2. Case studies. We provide two case studies of a novel ditransitive person restriction based on
original fieldwork: in Caquinte and Kipsigis (both basic VSO), only local>local is ungrammatical.

2.1. Caquinte. In Caquinte ditransitives, both objects are indexed by suffixes on the verb, which
follow a morphological template: local object suffixes always occur before non-local suffixes, and
only one of each may appear on the verb. Unlike the PCC, combinations of local and non-local
suffixes can be freely used in local>3 (1a) and 3>local (1b) constructions:

(1) a. Pamenagetenari
pi-amen-ge-e-na-ri
2-look.for-DSTR-IRR-1-3M

nogepigairikitite.
no-kepigairikiti-te
1-louse-POSS

‘Look for my lice for me.’ (1>3)

b. yojokabakokenari
i-ojok-bako-k-i-na-ri
3M-give-hand-PFV-AR-1-3M

Joanka.
Joanka
Juan

‘...he gave me to Juan.’ (3>1)

When two local suffixes compete for exponence in the same morphological slot, that competition
results in ungrammaticality (2a). 3>3 slot competition, however, is tolerated; the IO suffix wins
out over the DO suffix and the local suffix slot is filled by the applicative suffix -nV (2b):

(2) a. *Yojokakenampi.
i-ojok-k-i-na-mpi
3M-give-PFV-AR-1-2
‘He gave you to me / me to you.’

b. nojokakotajeneri
no-ojok-ako-aj-e-nV-ri
1-give-CL-REG-IRR-APPL-3M

aapani
aapani
father.M

kishokiro
kishokiro
manioc.F

‘...I’ll give father cooked manioc...’ (3M>3F)

2.2. Kipsigis. Ditransitive verbs with non-pronominal DP objects bear the suffix -i, which
disappears when the IO is omitted; this realizes Appl between VP and vP. When the ditransitive
sentence contains one local person object, verbal object agreement is always with this argument,
be it the IO (3a) or the DO (3b) (“promiscuous agreement” as in Béjar 2003):

(3) a. Koo-i-mut-waan
PST-3.S-bring-1SG.IO

Nancy
Nancy

ineendet.
3SG

‘Nancy brought him/her to me.’ (1>3)

b. Koo-i-mut-jaan
PST-3.S-bring-1SG.DO

Nancy
Nancy

ineendet.
3SG

‘Nancy brought me to him/her.’ (3>1)

(3) shows that local>3 and 3>local configurations are grammatical, indicating that a traditional
PCC is not active in Kipsigis. However, overtly realized local>local is ungrammatical:

(4) a. *Koo-i-mut-waan
PST-3.S-bring-1SG.IO

Kibeet
Kibeet

inye.
2SG

‘Kibeet brought you (sg) to me.’ (*1>2)

b. *Koo-i-mut-jiin
PST-3.S-bring-2SG.DO

Kibeet
Kibeet

ane.
1SG

‘Kibeet brought you (sg) to me.’ (*1>2)

1



3. A morphological “repair”. To repair *local>local in both Caquinte (5) and Kipsigis (6), one
of the objects can be fronted for focus, in which case the verb only agrees with the in-situ object.

(5) Abiro
abiro
2FOC

yojokakena.
i-ojok-k-i-na
3M-give-PFV-AR-1

‘It is you that he gave to me.’ (1>2)
(6) a. Inye

2SG

ne
FOC

koo-i-mut-waan
PST-3.S-bring-1SG.IO

Kibeet.
Kibeet

‘It’s you (sg) who Kibeet brought to me.’ (1>2)

b. Ane
1SG

ne
FOC

koo-i-mut-jiin
PST-3.S-bring-2SG.DO

Kibeet.
Kibeet

‘It’s me who Kibeet brought you (sg) to.’ (1>2)

These data show that IOs and DOs are
both viable targets of agreement, since
either object can be agreed with in ex-
traction contexts; *local > local cannot
be due to inaccessibility of either object.
We propose that (5) and (6) are derived
via movement followed by morphological
anti-agreement, formalized as the deletion
of φ-features in the context of Ā-features
(Baier 2018): φ → ∅ / [ , X0, Ā]. Cru-
cially, because anti-agreement is morpho-
logical and can obviate *local>local, the

source of this ungrammaticality cannot be syntactic. We propose a single, inviolable morphologi-
cal constraint to derive *local>local (see also Drummond & O’Hagan to appear and Bossi 2020):

(7) REALIZEPARTICIPANT: Local person φ-features within the complex V must be exponed.

In standard local>local configurations, only one suffix can be inserted, either into the local person
slot (Caquinte) or for Appl (Kipsigis); this leaves local person φ-features un-exponed and violates
REALIZEPARTICIPANT, which applies at Vocabulary Insertion (assuming DM). In Ā-extraction
contexts, this paradox goes away, since the φ-features of the extracted element are deleted.
4. A predictive typology. Data from Caquinte and Kipsigis support a morphological analysis
of the *local>local restriction in ditransitives. While syntactic explanations are well-equipped
to handle certain ditransitive person restrictions, these facts show that post-syntactic mechanisms
must also play a role. Under our analysis, morphological and syntactic person restrictions are
fully modular; each functions independently of the other. We predict that languages might only
show one of these types of restrictions, which have distinct hallmarks. Morphological restrictions

Syntactic No syntactic
Morphological Strong PCC Caquinte, Kipsigis
No morphological Weak PCC No PCC

block the co-occurrence of similar ele-
ments competing for exponence, while
syntactic restrictions reference syntac-
tic locality. In this way, a modular sys-
tem predicts a typology of person restrictions where certain ungrammatical combinations appear
to “toggle” on and off. For instance, the only difference between Strong and Weak PCC patterns
is the acceptability of local>local in the Weak PCC; furthermore, 3>3 restrictions are attested in
combination with many PCC varieties. If these restrictions on similarity (*local>local, *3>3) can
instead be attributed to the morphology, a division of labor between syntax and morphology could
simplify the analyses in both modules.
5. References. Anagnostopoulou 2003. The Syntax of Ditransitives. • Baier 2018. Anti-
agreement. PhD diss. • Béjar 2003. Phi-syntax. PhD diss. • Béjar & Rezac 2003. Person
licensing and the derivation of PCC effects. Romance Linguistics. • Bossi 2020. Evidence against
person licensing. LSA 94. • Coon & Keine 2018. Feature gluttony. Manuscript, McGill and USC.
• Drummond & O’Hagan to appear. Morphological person restrictions. NELS 50. • Stegovec
2019. Taking case out of the person-case constraint. NLLT. •Walkow 2013. A unified analysis of
the Person Case Constraint and 3-3-Effects in Barcelonı́ Catalan. NELS 40.
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Micro-Variation in Aspect Splits in Nominative-Accusative system

INTRODUCTION. North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA) languages are semitic languages which show
aspect splits in agreement without showing any ergativity. Kalin & van-Urk (2015) provide an anal-
ysis of aspect splits in two NENA languages, Senaya and Christian Barwar. They propose that these
splits, like aspect-based split ergativity (Laka 2006, Coon 2010, a.o), arise because of an aspectual
predicate in the imperfective that introduces an additional φ-probe. Nevertheless, as Kalin (2014)
notes, this analysis can’t be maintained for Jewish Amadyia. Providing data from my fieldwork
on an under-documented NENA language, Shaputnaya, I show that their analysis doesn’t extend to
Shaputnaya either. I propose that all of these four aspect splits can be straightforwardly accounted
for via an additional assumption to the Kalin & van-Urk (2015) system: v in the perfective can host
a φ-probe. Under this account, the split in NENA languages arises not because the number of probes
differ across two aspects but because the position of the agreement probe in the perfective is lower
than the agreement probe in the imperfective. Consequently, these probes agree with different ar-
guments: objects in the perfective and subjects in the imperfective. The unifying property of these
system is that the imperfective aspect head always carries a φ-probe (Kalin & van-Urk, 2015). The
variation among these languages is the result of different featural content of agreement probes on
T and v. I argue that a potentially active v in the perfective aspect can also capture the ergative to
nominative-accusative continuum within the Neo-Aramaic language family (Doron & Khan, 2012).

BACKGROUND. All NENA languages have two sets of agreement suffixes which mark features of
arguments on the verb: these are known as S.suffixes and L.suffixes (Khan 2002, 2008). Each can
be found on both present and past stems. The order of these suffixes is always fixed, S.suffixes
are closer to the verbal stem than L.suffixes. The function of these suffixes reverses across aspects.
Subjects are marked by S-suffixes in the imperfective aspect and by L-suffixes in the perfective.
Direct objects, on the other hand, are marked by L-suffixes in the imperfective aspect and by S-
suffixes in the perfective. Some of the NENA languages show a person restriction on the object
agreement such that only third person definite objects can trigger agreement on the verb. However,
this person restriction differs from the familiar cases of PCC which are typically confined to verb
phrases with two internal arguments, rather than one(Anagnostopoulou 2003; Bèjar and Rezac
2003, a.o.). In the four NENA languages which are the focus of this paper, the person restriction on
the object agreement can be seen even when there is only one internal argument.

(1) The Agreement patterns of the four NENA languages

Dialects Non-Perfective Perfective 3rd Person Restriction on Objects
SENAYA V-SS-OL V-SL*1 No Person Restriction

JEWISH AMADIYA V-SS-OL V-OS-SL No Person Restriction
CHRISTIAN BARWAR V-SS-OL V-OS-SL Only in Perfective

SHAPUTNAYA
FUT:V-SS-OL

*2IMPF: V-O-SS
V-OS-SL Perfective & Non-Perfective

SS = Subject marked by S-suffix; SL = Subject marked by L-suffix; OS = Object marked by S-suffix;
OL = Object marked by L-suffix; O = Object marked by an invariant morpheme -o; *1there’s no object
agreement in the perfective; *2Shaputnaya uses the infinitival stem for the imperfective.

ANALYSIS. I provide a unified analysis of the micro-variation in the agreement systems of NENA

languages. In particular, the goal is to provide answers to the following questions:
(i) Why is the order of S.suffixes and L.suffixes fixed, while their function differ across aspects?
(ii) Why, in some NENA languages, do only 3rd person definite objects trigger agreement?
Question (i): I follow the Mirror Principle of Baker (1985) to take the order of S.suffixes and
L.suffixes as the reflection of the order in which the agreement relations associated with these
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suffixes apply. Following Kalin & van-Urk (2015), the imperfective aspect head always carries a φ-
probe in all of these languages, while such a probe is absent in the perfective aspect head. Instead, it
is v in the perfective which can host a φ-probe. Agreement with v and Asp heads is morphologically
realized with the S.suffixes as they are the first agreement relations in the derivation. The position
of these probes determine which argument they agree with. As it is v which carries a probe in
the perfective, the probe associated with S.suffix agrees with the closest goal, namely the object.
Whereas in the imperfective, the probe associated with the S.suffix is on Asp and it agrees with the
closest argument: the subject. When T merges to the derivation, it agrees with the argument whose
φ-features have not already been agreed with (i.e. the subject in the perfective, and the object in
the imperfective respectively). The agreement with T is always realized with L.suffixes. Variation
among these language is the result of the different featural content of the agreement probes on T
and v. These heads can either carry a person probe, a number probe, or none.
Question (ii): Kalin & van-Urk (2015)’s system derive the person restriction on objects by drawing
together PLC (Bèjar & Rezac, 2003) and a split φ-probe. Based on their account, the person restric-
tion must be limited to environments where two arguments must be licensed by a single φ-probe.
However, Shaputnaya shows this person restriction in the Non-Perfective aspect, where there are two
φ-probes available (Kalin & van Urk, 2015). Therefore, their account undergenerates. Moreover,
the Kalin & van Urk (2015) account overgenerates in the case of J. Amadiya: there is no person
restriction in the Perfective aspect, where they argue there is only one φ-probe. My account differs
in that I take person and number probes to be separate syntactic heads (Sigurðsson & Holmberg
2008, Preminger 2013, a.o). If the head that the object agrees with only carries a number probe,
person features of 1st/2nd person objects would end up not being checked. This derivation would
violate the PLC and crash. Crucially, this addition also accounts for J. Amadiya and Shaputnaya,
which Kalin & van Urk (2015) cannot capture. The details of this analysis is given below.

(2) a. Non-perfective
T’

T S, CB, JA = φ
F-SH = #
I-SH = ∅


AspP

Asp[
φ

I-SH = π/#

] vP

Subj ...
Obj

b. Perfective
T’

T[
φ
] AspP

Asp vP

Subj v’

v JA = φ
CB,SH = #

S = ∅


Obj

Legend: S=Senaya/ CB=Ch.Barwar/ JA=J.Amadiya/ SH=Shaputnaya F-SH= Future in SH/ I-SH=Imperfective in SH

I-SH: Infinitival T is inactive. Asp has a split probe. π agrees with subj; # with obj. Obj agreement is marked by an invariant morpheme.

Imperfective: v doesn’t have a probe but Asp
carries a φ probe and agrees with the closest
goal: the subject. This agreement is marked
with S.suffixes. The φ-features of the sub-
ject are checked and become inactive, and no
longer an intervener for AGREE (Kalin & van-
Urk, 2015). So, T can agree with the object.
This T agreement is marked with L.suffixes.

Perfective: v can carry a probe and agrees with
the closest goal: the object. This agreement
is marked with S.suffixes. Asp doesn’t carry a
probe. So, the subject feature are unchecked,
and hence active for T agreement. This T agree-
ment is marked with L.suffixes. This system de-
rives the person restriction on the object when
the head that it agrees with carries a # probe.

CONCLUSION. I provide evidence of further microvariation within the aspect splits of NENA lan-
guages. I argue that a two probe account for both Aspect types can straightforwardly capture both
the crosslinguistic agreement and the person restriction patterns in the four NENA varieties.
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